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AFTERNOON SESSION 1

(1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.)2

MR. CAMERON:  If I could ask all of you to take3

your seats, we'll get started with this afternoon's4

meeting.  5

Good afternoon, everyone.  My name is Chip6

Cameron, and I'm the Special Counsel for Public Liaison at7

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the NRC, and I want to8

welcome all of you to today's public meeting.9

Our subject today is going to be the Draft10

Environmental Impact Statement that the NRC has prepared11

to help us evaluate an application that we received from12

TVA to renew the operating licenses for Browns Ferry Units13

1, 2, and 3.  14

I'm going to serve as your facilitator this15

afternoon, and in that role I'll try to help all of you16

have a productive meeting.  17

I just want to talk about a couple of points on18

meeting process:  our format, ground rules, and introduce19

the speakers to you before we get started.  20

In terms of the format for the meeting, it's21

basically going to be a two-part format.  The first part22

is going to consist of some brief NRC presentations to23

give all of you some background and context, not only on24

the license renewal process, what we look at when we25
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evaluate these applications for license renewal, but also1

the information, the analysis, the conclusions that are in2

the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Browns3

Ferry License Renewal.4

So we are going to do that and then, we'll go on5

to you for any questions that you might have about the6

process, or what's in the Draft Environmental Impact7

Statement.  8

The second part of the meeting gives us an9

opportunity to listen to all of you, in terms of any10

formal comments that you want to give us today,  advice,11

recommendations, and concerns about the license renewal12

process for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.13

We are taking written comments on the Draft14

Environmental Impact Statement, and the NRC staff will be15

telling you, in a few moments, how to submit those written16

comments.  17

But we are here today to listen to anything you18

have to tell us today.  And I want to emphasis that19

anything that you tell us today will carry the same weight20

as a written comment.21

Ground rules are pretty simple.  If you have a22

question, when we are in the question period, just signal23

me and I'll bring you this cordless microphone.  If you24

could just introduce yourself to us and any affiliation,25
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if that's appropriate.  I would ask that one person at a1

time only speak, because we want to give our full2

attention to whomever has the floor at the moment; and we3

also want to get a clean transcript.  4

We have court reporters with us here today5

(Sharon Anderson and Cody Duncan) who are going to be6

preparing a transcript.  It will be a written record of7

what happened here today, and it will be publicly8

available to anybody who wants to get a copy of that9

transcript.10

I would also ask you to try to be concise in11

your questions.  And when we get to the "comment" part of12

the meeting, usually I have a five-minute guideline for13

people's comments.  I would emphasis it is a guideline. 14

If you go over a little bit, that's going to be fine,15

because I don't think that we have a whole lot of speakers16

this afternoon.  But, I would urge you to try to be17

concise.  18

Usually, we find that five minutes is sufficient19

for people to give us a summary of their major points. 20

And it accomplishes two important things:  one, it alerts21

us to issues that we should begin to evaluate, even before22

we get written comments, and the second important thing is 23

that it alerts the rest of the people in the audience to24

important concerns that people might have about the25
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license renewal application.  1

There are blue cards back there.  You don't have2

to fill them out, but, if you do, that will make sure you3

are on our list to receive future information about this4

license renewal application.  5

I want to thank everybody for being here this6

afternoon, especially for coming to the open house and7

participating in the open house.  I think this is one of8

the biggest turnouts that we've had for one of our open9

houses at these license renewal meetings.  So thank you10

for being here and assisting us in the evaluation we are11

undertaking.12

I usually ask my colleague Barry Zalcman to make13

sure his cell phone is turned off, and I would ask all of14

the rest of you to do that.  Set them on stun, okay.  If15

you would do that, that would be helpful, and thank you16

very much.17

Let me introduce our speakers and give you a18

little bit of their background, their expertise so that19

you know.20

Our first speaker is going to be Mr. Andy21

Kugler, who is right here, and Andy is going to give you a22

welcome from the NRC Technical Staff and an overview of23

license renewal.24

He is the Chief of the Environmental Review25
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Section within our License Renewal and Environmental1

Impact Program at the NRC.  And Andy and his staff are2

responsible for doing the environmental reviews, not only3

for license renewal applications but for any environmental4

review on a reactor issue such as early site permits.5

Andy has been with us, I think, about 14 years6

at the NRC.  He was with a nuclear utility before that7

and, before that, the Naval Submarine Service.  He has a8

Bachelor's in Mechanical Engineering from Cooper Union in9

New York City and a Masters in Technical Management from10

Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore.  11

After Andy is done, we are going to go to Mr.12

Michael Masnik, Dr. Masnik.  Mike is the Project Manager13

for the Environmental Review on this license renewal14

application, and he's had a lot of experience in the15

environmental review area, not just for license renewal16

but for various other types of reactor issues, including17

decommissioning.  18

He's been with the Agency for about 30 years.  19

Now he has a Bachelor's in Biology from Cornell20

University, and he has a Masters and Ph.D. in Ichthyology21

from Virginia Polytechnic Institute (VIP it is called22

sometimes).  And interestingly enough, his Ph.D.23

dissertation was on the fishes in the Clinch River.  So24

Mike brings a lot to this task.  He's going to tell you25
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about the environmental review process that the NRC1

conducts.  2

Then, we are going to go out to you for some3

questions on process, and next, we're going to go to the4

real heart of the discussion today, which is the Draft5

Environmental Impact Statement.  6

We have Dr. Mike Sackschewsky, who is right here7

with us.  He's the team leader of the team of experts that8

the NRC has put together to do the environmental review on9

this license renewal application.  10

He is a Senior Research Scientist at the Pacific11

Northwest National Lab in Richland, Washington.  He is12

also the head of the Ecological Compliance Program at the13

Hanford Reservation, a Department of Energy Reservation in14

the State of Washington.  He has a Bachelor's in15

Environmental Biology from the University of Colorado, and16

a Ph.D. from Washington State University in Botany.  17

After he's done, we'll go on for questions again18

because we want to get the questions right away on that.19

Final presentation is from Mr. Bob Palla,  who20

is right here.  Bob is from the NRC.  He's a Senior21

Reactor Engineer.  He's been with the Agency for about 2522

years; with expertise in probabilistic risk analysis and23

severe accident analysis.  Bob's educational background24

is, he has a Bachelor's and Master's in Mechanical25
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Engineering, both from the University of Maryland.1

Then, we'll go out to you for questions again.2

And Andy is just going to wrap up for us at the3

end.  With that, I'm going to turn it over to Andy at this4

point.  Andy.5

MR. KUGLER:  Thank you, Chip, and thank you all6

for coming out today for a meeting on the Browns Ferry7

License Renewal Review.  Our focus today will be on the8

environmental portion of the interview, but we will9

discuss the overall process as well.10

I hope the information we provide for you will11

help you to understand the process we're going through,12

how far we've come at this point, what we've done so far,13

and the role that you can play in helping to ensure that14

the final Environmental Impact Statement is accurate.15

I would like to start by providing a general16

context for license renewal.  The Atomic Energy Act gives17

the NRC the authority to license nuclear power plants for18

a period of 40 years.19

For Browns Ferry Units 1, 2 and 3 those licenses20

expire in 2013, 2014 and 2016, respectively.21

Our regulations also make provisions for us to22

extend those operating licenses for an additional 2023

years, and the Tennessee Valley Authority, or TVA, has24

applied for license renewal for all three units.25
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As part of the NRC's review of the license1

renewal application, we perform an environmental review. 2

We evaluate what the impacts to the environment will be3

for an additional 20 years of operation.4

We held a meeting here back in April where we5

were asking for input from you on the scope of that6

review:  what issues we should consider in our evaluation. 7

As we indicated at that meeting, we are back now.  We've8

issued the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and we're9

here to collect any comments -- well, to let you know what10

the results are of our review and, then, to collect any11

comments you my have on the Draft Environmental Impact12

Statement.  13

As Chip indicated, we have several members of14

the NRC staff here, and we're here to answer any questions15

you my have, and we will be staying around after the16

meeting is over to answer any additional questions, if you17

don't feel like asking them during the meeting itself.18

Next slide.19

Now, before I get into the discussion of the20

license renewal process, I'd like to take a moment to talk21

about the NRC a little bit, in terms of what we do and22

what our mission is.  23

The Atomic Energy Act is the legislation that24

authorizes us to regulate the commercial use of nuclear25
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materials in the United States.  1

In carrying out that authority, our mission is2

three-fold:  we are here to protect the public health and3

safety, to protect the environment, and also to provide4

for common defense and security.5

The NRC accomplishes its mission through a6

number of programs, including inspections, enforcement7

actions, assessments of licensees' performance and8

assessing operating experience from all the plants around9

the country.  10

Turning now to license renewal in particular,11

the NRC's process for license renewal is similar to the12

original licensing process that these plants went through 13

in that it involves two parts:  one part is the safety14

review and the other part is an environmental review.15

The safety review includes a safety evaluation,16

on-site inspections and an independent review by the17

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.  Also referred18

to as the ACRS.19

Next slide.20

Now in this slide we're trying to give you kind21

of a big overview look at what license renewal involves. 22

The process, as I mentioned, as two parallel paths:  the23

safety review and the environmental review.  24

The safety review involves the staff's review of25
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the technical information that was included in the1

application regarding safety.  There is a team of about 302

NRC engineers and contractors who are performing that3

review.  4

I would like to introduce the Safety Project5

Manager Mr. Ram Subbaratnam, right here.  He's here today6

with us and if you have any questions on the safety7

review, he can answer those, although that's not really8

the focus of our meeting.  We do want to make that9

information available to you, if you have questions.10

Now the safety review focuses on how Tennessee11

Valley Authority will manage the aging of selected12

component systems in the plant.  Some of the programs they13

will use for managing aging are already in place; others14

will be put in place for license renewal.15

The safety review process also involves audit16

and on-site inspections, and these inspections are17

conducted by a team drawn from both headquarters and from18

our regional office in Region II.  19

We do have a representative of the Inspection20

Program here today, and that's Mr. Steven Cahill.  He's21

here in the back.  He is the Branch Chief for the branch22

of reactor projects that concerns itself with Browns23

Ferry.  24

We also have on site resident inspectors who are25
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there every day monitoring the activities on the site. 1

Right now, we have, I believe, two senior resident2

inspectors and one resident inspector at the site.3

UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:  Two residents.4

MR. KUGLER:  Two residents.  I'm sorry, two5

residents.6

The results of the inspections that are7

performed at the plant are documented in separate8

inspection reports.  9

The results of the safety review done by the10

staff, as well as the inspection reports, are then11

combined into a safety evaluation report.12

Both of the mandatory on-site inspections have13

been completed, and we are in the process of developing14

the safety evaluation report now.15

After the report is prepared, it will be16

independently reviewed by the ACRS.  17

The ACRS is a group of nationally recognized18

experts in nuclear safety, and they serve as a consulting19

body to the commission.  They review each license renewal20

application and the staff's Safety Evaluation Report. 21

They develop their own conclusions and, then, write a22

report and submit it to the commission.  23

As I mentioned, the second part of the review24

process is the Environmental Review, and it started with25
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scoping activities early last year and has resulted in the1

development of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement that2

we are here to talk about today.3

This Environmental Impact Statement is a4

supplement to a Generic Environmental Impact Statement5

that the staff developed for license renewal.6

The draft that we are talking about today has7

been published for comment.  The comment period is open, I8

believe, until March 2nd of this year.9

In July we expect to issue the Final10

Environmental Impact Statement after evaluating all the11

comments we receive in these meetings today and any12

written comments that we receive by March 2nd.  13

So, as you can see from the slide, there are a14

number of things that are required to be provided to the15

Commission before the Commission makes its decision on16

whether or not to renew an operating license.  They will17

receive the Safety Evaluation Report, the Environmental18

Impact Statement, the report from the Advisory Committee19

on Reactor Safeguards and also a Letter Report from the20

Region concerning the inspections.21

I'd also like to point out the splash marks on22

the slide.  These are places that the public has an23

opportunity to become involved.  24

On the environmental review the first25
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opportunity was during scoping, and we were here back in1

April and held meetings to request input on the scope.2

Also in the Environmental Review there is this3

meeting and the public comment period on the draft.4

There was an opportunity to request a hearing,5

and any hearing would have involved public involvement. 6

However, there was no request received for a hearing.7

In addition, when the Advisory Committee on8

Reactor Safeguards holds its meetings to review the Safety9

Evaluation Report, those meetings are open to the public. 10

Now, they're usually held up at our headquarters in11

Rockville, Maryland.12

There's one aspect I would like to address. 13

There's something that we don't really talk about, and you14

won't hear us talking about that today.  You don't hear us15

talking about security; you don't hear us talking about16

emergency planning, and there is a reason for that.  17

These are programs that are important every day. 18

They are important today, they're important tomorrow,19

they're important during any license renewal term. 20

Because of that, these programs are maintained constantly.21

As a result, we don't review them as part of22

license renewal, because the emergency plan, the security23

plans, these plans will be maintained throughout the life24

of the plant no matter how long it runs, whether it runs25
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to the end of the current license or beyond.  1

So those programs are not part of our current2

review, but I want to make sure you understand that the3

reason is because they are constantly maintained.4

That concludes my remarks on the overall license5

renewal process.6

We will now be going over to Dr. Masnik to talk7

about the environmental review in particular.8

MR. CAMERON:  Thanks, Andy.  9

And, then, we'll take some questions after Mike10

is done with his presentation.11

MR. MASNIK:  Thanks, Andy.12

My name is Michael Masnik, and I'm the13

Environmental Project Manager, and I'd like to personally14

thank each of you for coming out today and participating15

in our process as well.16

My responsibility is to coordinate a team of17

experts from both the NRC and the national laboratories in18

the preparation of an environmental impact statement that19

evaluates the license renewal period.20

Next slide.21

The National Environmental Policy Act of 196922

requires a systematic approach in evaluating impacts of23

proposed major federal actions.  Consideration is given to24

the environmental impacts of the proposed action and the25
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mitigation of any impacts that are believed to be1

significant.  Alternatives are taken in to account and the2

no-action alternative is also considered.  3

The Environmental Impact Statement is a4

disclosure tool and it involves public participation.5

NRC requires that an Environmental Impact6

Statement be prepared for the purposes of a license7

renewal review.  8

So we are here today to collect public comments9

on the draft statement that we issued early last December10

and will consider all the comments that are received11

during the preparation of the Final Environmental Impact12

Statement.  13

Next slide.14

This slide defines our legal decision standard15

that follows from our environmental analysis.  It16

basically asks two questions:  is the license renewal17

acceptable from an environmental standpoint and, secondly,18

should the option for extending the power plant operations19

be preserved.20

Now we at the NRC do not really decide whether21

Browns Ferry Plant operates for an additional 20 years. 22

That decision is left up to TVA and other people who make23

the final decision for continuing operations.24

Next slide.25
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On a previous slide, slide five, Andy already1

described the overall safety and environmental process. 2

Here we have a more detailed slide that identifies the3

process the NRC staff goes through in evaluating an4

application for license renewal from the perspective of5

the environmental review.6

TVA submitted their application for a license7

renewal to the NRC on December 31, 2003.  We subsequently8

put out formal notice in the Federal Register that we9

would prepare an environmental impact statement associated10

with this application.11

The Federal Register notice began a scoping12

process which invited public participation early in the13

process.  14

We conducted a scoping meeting here in this room15

in April of last year to help define the bonds of our16

environmental evaluation.  We also brought a team of17

experts from the national labs to the site to talk to18

local officials and experts, see the site first hand, to19

review documents and documentation that was available on20

site, and also to interview TVA personnel.21

As a result of the team's audit, the licensee22

sent us over 11,000 pages of supplemental information on a23

great many subjects, including meteorology, plant24

operating history, ecological, socioeconomic, and cultural25
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studies and references to their environmental report.1

The staff also formally requested additional2

information on two occasions.  Each related to the severe3

accident mitigation analysis, which we'll talk about in a4

little more detail in a few minutes.  5

The staff then prepared a Draft Environmental6

Impact Statement, and we issued that draft supplement to7

the Generic Environmental Impact Statement on December 10,8

2004.9

In a few minutes we'll be hearing from Mr. Mike10

Sackschewsky from the Pacific Northwest National11

Laboratory, the Lab Team Leader, who will share the12

results of our findings.13

Currently, we are in the middle of the public14

comment period on the draft statement which will expire on15

March 2nd 2005.  16

Once we get all the public comments in,17

including what we receive at this meeting, we will18

evaluate all those comments and consider them during the19

preparation of our Final Environmental Impact Statement.20

Our schedule presently provides for the Final21

Environmental Impact Statement to be published in July of22

2005.23

For the moment that concludes my remarks, and24

I'd be happy to entertain any questions on the process25
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that both Andy and I described.1

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Mike.2

Questions about process at this point?3

Yes, sir, and please identify yourself.4

MR. HORN:  Stewart Horn.5

Did you issue the draft SEIS in November or was6

that the draft GEIS?7

MR. MASNIK:  It is a bit confusing.  There are8

two documents.  There is a Generic Environmental Impact9

Statement, which was issued in 1996, that looked at, in a10

generic sense, the process of re-licensing plants and11

evaluated impacts of license renewal on a generic basis.  12

What we do then -- and Mike will discuss this a13

little bit further in a few minutes -- but what we do then14

is, we also do a Site Specific Environmental Impact15

Statement, which we consider a supplement to this generic16

statement.  So you have to sort of look at both of them,17

although  the SEIS, or the Supplement to the Environment18

Impact Statement, does discuss the site specific issues19

identified in the GEIS.20

MR. CAMERON:  Does that clear it up for -- 21

MR. MASNIK:  I know it is a bit complicated, but22

why don't you listen to Mike's evaluation and, then, if23

there are further questions, we can answer it.24

MR. CAMERON:  All right.25
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Yes.1

MS. KNOX:  I have several other things I wanted2

to talk about.  3

My name is Dawn Knox.  I have several other4

questions I wanted to ask, but I heard you say that at5

your scope there was  no talk of hearings.  Is that6

something that can still be brought up in the future, or7

did that have to be something that was decided at the8

scope?9

MR. CAMERON:  Can you clarify for Dawn what you10

meant when you talked about -- that's right, Andy11

mentioned it -- can you clarify what the hearing was that12

you were talking about?13

MR. KUGLER:  Well, it wasn't related to scoping. 14

Scoping is an environmental process where we're looking to15

determine what issues we should be looking at when we16

develop the Environmental Impact Statement.17

Separate from that, there was an opportunity to18

request a hearing and that started when we determined that19

the application was sufficient for our review.  We issued20

a Federal Register notice stating that we had this21

application, it is sufficient for review, and it would22

have provided for a 60-day opportunity to request a23

hearing.  Now, this was back last year.  It would have24

been in the spring time.  I don't know the exact dates. 25
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We could get those.  But that opportunity has closed.  It1

closed back at that time, and that was the opportunity to2

request a hearing.3

MR. CAMERON:  This hearing that Andy is talking4

about, it's not like a public meeting like this is, it's5

an adjudicatory hearing; is that correct, Andy?6

MR. KUGLER:  That's correct.  It is a formal7

process in front of an administrative law group or a panel8

of administrative law judges.9

What we are doing here -- sometimes people refer10

to this as a hearing.  This is a public meeting.  For us11

the term "hearing" has a different meaning.  It is much12

more formal.  It's a legal process.13

MS. KNOX:  Who would have had to request a14

hearing?15

MR. KUGLER:  Anybody can request the hearing. 16

Anybody who has an interest in the review.  They do have17

to -- well, I'm going to get beyond my range here.  I may18

have the lawyer speak to this, but they have to establish19

standing, which means that they have an interest that they20

can show in the activity.  They have to then submit21

contentions, issues that they have with the application22

that was received.23

MR. CAMERON:  Dawn, what Andy is saying is that24

anyone can request one of these to participate in the25
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adjudicatory hearing, but they won't necessarily be1

permitted to participate unless they meet certain2

requirements.3

In regard to your question about is there any4

way that someone could request a hearing, now I'm going to5

ask -- not to get in to it now, but I'm going to ask our6

attorney, Ann Hodgdon, who is over there, to talk to you7

about something called -- how you do a late filed request,8

okay?9

Did you have another question on process before10

we go on?11

MS. KNOX:  That was my question.12

MR. CAMERON:  That was it?13

MS. KNOX:  Yes.14

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Dawn.15

Other?  Other questions?  (No response)16

We're going to go to Dr. Mike Sackschewsky and,17

as I mentioned, he's the team leader for the environmental18

review.  He's going to go through the findings in the19

Draft Environmental Impact Statement and, then, we'll go20

back out to you for questions on that.21

Mike.22

MR. SACKSCHEWSKY:  My name is Mike Sackschewsky23

and as Chip just said, I'm the Project Team Leader for the24

Browns Ferry Supplemental EIS.  25
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I'm an ecologist with Pacific Northwest National1

Laboratory, or PNNL, which is located in Richland,2

Washington.  3

The NRC has contracted with PNNL, as well as the4

Los Alamos National Laboratory and Argonne National5

Laboratory, to provide the expertise necessary to evaluate6

the impacts of license renewal at Browns Ferry.7

My team consists of scientists and engineers8

representing a wide variety of areas, all aspects of the9

environment including atmospheric science, socioeconomics10

and environmental justice, cultural resources, archeology,11

hydrology and water quality, aquatic and terrestrial12

ecology, radiation protection and nuclear safety.13

Next slide.14

This slide shows their overall approach in15

preparing the supplemented EIS.  In the mid-1990s the NRC16

evaluated the impacts of operating nuclear plants across17

the country, and based on that evaluation prepared a18

Generic Environmental Impact Statement for license renewal19

or the GEIS.  20

The GEIS identified and evaluated 92 different21

environmental issues for license renewal.  For 69 of those22

issues the NRC was able to determine that the impacts are23

common to all sites, were common to sites that have24

certain features such as plants that have cooling towers;25
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and that a generic conclusion can be made for these1

issues.  These are called the Category 1 issues.2

For the other 23 issues the NRC found that the3

impacts were not the same at all sites and therefore, a4

site specific analysis was required.  We call these the5

Category 2 issues.6

Only certain issues addressed in the GEIS are7

applicable to any particular plant such as Browns Ferry8

because of the design and location of the plant.  9

For those generic issues that are applicable to10

Browns Ferry, we determined if there was any new11

information regarding that issue that might change the12

conclusion that was done in GEIS, if there is no new13

information, then the conclusions of the GEIS are adopted. 14

If new information is identified and determined15

to be significant, then a site specific analysis would be16

performed.17

For the Category 2 issues related to Browns18

Ferry the site specific analysis was performed.19

Finally, during the scoping period the public20

was invited to provide information on potential new issues21

that were not covered in the GEIS; and the team during its22

review also looked to see if there were any new issues23

that needed to be evaluated.24

Next slide.25
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For each environmental issue that was identified1

an impact level was assigned based on the analysis that we2

performed.  The definitions we used for the three levels3

we used are on the slide.4

And as an example of how these impact levels may5

be applied, for example, if the operation of Browns Ferry6

were to cause a loss of adult or juvenile fish at the7

intake structure, if that loss of fish is small so that it8

cannot be detected in relation to the total population of9

the river, then the impact would be small.10

If the loss has caused the population to decline11

but then re-stabilize at some other level, then we might12

call that a moderate impact.13

And finally, if the losses were so great that14

the population would decline and be unable to be15

stabilized and continue to decline, or totally change,16

then the impact might be considered large.17

Next slide.18

When we evaluated the impacts from continued19

operations at Browns Ferry, we considered information from20

a wide variety of sources.  We considered what the21

licensee had to say in their Environmental Report, which22

is part of the license renewal application, we conducted a23

site audit during which we toured the site, interviewed24

plant personnel, reviewed documentation of plant25
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operations.  We also talked to Federal, State and local1

officials, regulatory agencies and local service agencies.2

Finally, we considered all the comments that we3

received from the public during the scoping period.  These4

comments are listed in Appendix A of the draft along with5

the NRC's responses.6

This is a body of information that was the basis7

for the analysis and preliminary conclusions that we8

presented in the draft supplement.9

Next slide.10

The central analysis in the Browns Ferry11

Supplement are presented in chapters 2, 4, 5, and 8 of the12

document.  13

In Chapter 2 we describe the plant, its14

operation, and the environment around the plant.  15

In Chapter 4 we examine the environmental16

impacts of routine operations during the 20 year license17

renewal term, then we categorized all the issues into18

these categories that are shown on the screen.19

Chapter 5 contains the assessment of accidents,20

which Mr. Palla will discuss in the next presentation. 21

Chapter 8 describes several alternatives to the22

proposed license renewal and their environmental impacts.23

Each of these issues are discussed in detail in24

the supplement, and I will give you the highlights.  But25
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feel free to ask us any questions if you want some more1

details on any of the conclusions.2

Next one.3

The first set of issues I'm going to talk about4

relate to the cooling system for Browns Ferry.  There are5

about 24 Category 1 issues, such as scouring,6

eutrophication and the discharge of chlorine that are7

considered Category 1 issues.  8

We found that all these issues meet all of the9

conditions for a Generic Impact Statement and there was no10

new information presented during the scoping, the site11

audit or any phase of the assessment.  12

Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that there13

are no impacts beyond those identified in the GEIS.14

This the team looked at on a site specific basis15

include entrainment, impingement of fish and shellfish,16

heat shock, water use conflicts and micro-biological17

organisms.18

Now entrainment refers to the pulling of small19

aquatic organisms through the plant's cooling system; and20

impingement occurs when a larger organism is pulled21

towards the cooling system but gets pinned on the screens22

which function as a filter for the cooling water.  23

In all of these cases we found that the24

potential impacts we considered small and that no25
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additional mitigation was warranted.1

Next slide.2

We looked at seven Category 1 issues associated3

with the transmission line such as bird collisions, 4

right-of-way maintenance and air quality.  All of these5

Category 1 issues met the conditions for the Generic6

Impact Statements and there was no new information7

presented during any of the scoping process or analysis.8

Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that there9

are no impacts beyond those identified in the GEIS.10

One issue that required a site specific analysis11

was electric shock, and in that case we found that the12

potential impacts in this area were small and that no13

further mitigation was needed.14

Next one.15

Radiological impacts are considered a Category 116

issue, and NRC has made a generic determination that the17

impact of radiological releases during the nuclear plant18

operations during the 20 year license renewal period are19

small.  But because these releases are a concern, I will20

discuss them in a little more detail.21

Nuclear plants are designed to release small22

amounts of radiological effluents to the environment, and23

Browns Ferry is no different from any other nuclear plant24

in that it does release some radiological effluents.25
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During our site visit, we looked at the effluent1

release and monitoring program documentation.  We looked2

at how the gaseous and liquid effluents are treated and3

released, as well as how the solid wastes are treated,4

packaged and shipped.5

We looked at how the applicant determines and6

demonstrates that they are in compliance with the7

regulations for release.8

We also looked at data from on-site and near-9

site locations that the applicant monitors for airborne10

releases and direct radiation and other sites beyond the11

site boundary, including locations where milk, water, fish12

and food products are sampled.13

We found that the maximum calculated doses for a14

member of the public or site worker are well within the15

regulatory limits.16

Now there is a near unanimous consensus within17

the scientific community that these limits are protective18

of human health.  19

Therefore, because releases from the plant are20

not expected to increase during the 20 year license21

renewal term, and because we found no new and significant22

information related to this issue, we adopted the generic23

conclusion that the radiological impact on human health24

and the environment is small.  25
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Next.1

There are several Category 1 issues related to  2

socioeconomics such as public safety, education and3

aesthetic impacts.  These Category 1 issues meet all the4

conditions for the Generic Impact Statement and there is5

no new information presented during the scoping process,6

the site audit or any other phase of the assessment.  7

Therefore, in regard to the Category 1 issues,8

the NRC staff concludes there are no impacts beyond those9

already identified in the GEIS.10

The issues that the team looked at on a site-11

specific basis included housing, transportation, public12

utilities, historic and archeological resources, and13

environmental justice.  We found that the potential14

impacts in all of these areas were small and that no15

additional mitigation was needed.16

Next.17

There is one category 1 issue related to ground18

water, and that is the groundwater use conflicts for19

plants that use less than 100 gallons per minute.20

Browns Ferry currently uses no groundwater and21

therefore, the generic conclusion of a small impact is22

appropriate for this plant.23

There is also one Category 2 issue related to24

groundwater.  That is groundwater use conflicts for plants25
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using cooling towers and withdrawing water from a small1

river.2

Although the Tennessee River seems to be pretty3

big, the average flow is actually only about half of the4

flow that NRC has defined as the limit for a small river,5

we examined this issue carefully and determined that the6

potential impacts of operating the cooling towers on7

groundwater supplies was small and that no additional8

mitigation was warranted.9

Next.10

There are approximately 49 species that occur in11

the range of Browns Ferry site or in the transmission12

lines that are currently listed as threatened, endangered13

or candidate species under the Endangered Species Act. 14

These are just five of those 49 to show the range of types15

of organisms that are included here.  16

There are also a very large number of species17

that are listed by either the Alabama or Mississippi State18

Heritage Programs.19

We prepared a detailed biological assessment to20

analyze the effects of continuing operation and re-21

licensing of Browns Ferry, and we have provided that22

biological assessment to the US Fish and Wildlife Service,23

and is included in Appendix E of the Browns Ferry24

Supplement.  25
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Based on this biological assessment, additional1

independent analysis and discussions with U.S. Fish and2

Wildlife Service Staff, we have preliminarily determined3

that the impact of operating Browns Ferry during the4

license renewal term on threatened or endangered species5

would be small.6

Next.7

The last issue I would like to talk about is8

cumulative impacts.  These are impacts that are minor when9

considered individually but significant when considered10

with other past, present or reasonably foreseeable future11

actions regardless of what agency or person undertakes12

those actions.13

The staff considered cumulative impacts14

resulting from issues in all of the categories that I15

previously described and re-evaluated these to the end of16

the 20 year license renewal term, and our preliminary17

determination is that any cumulative impacts resulting18

from the operation of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant19

during the license renewal term would be small.  20

Next.21

The team also looked at these other22

environmental impacts.  In the GEIS all issues related to23

the uranium fuel cycle and solid waste management, as well24

as decommissioning, are considered to be Category 125
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issues.  1

We found no new and significant information2

during our review of the site.  Therefore, we have adopted3

the generic conclusions for these issues.4

The team also evaluated the potential5

environmental impacts associated with not renewing the6

Browns Ferry operating license and replacing this7

generation capacity with alternative power sources.8

The team looked at a no action alternative, new9

generation from coal fired, gas fired, new nuclear or10

purchase power alternative technology such as wind, solar11

and hydro power, and, then, a combination of these12

alternatives.  13

For each of these alternatives, we looked at the14

same types of issues, for example, water use, land use and15

ecology that we looked at for the operation of Browns16

Ferry during the license renewal term.17

We found that all reasonable alternatives would18

entail some environmental impacts, either operational,19

such as the release of effluents, or construction impacts20

or both.  21

After reviewing and evaluating the reasonable22

alternatives, the team's preliminary conclusion is that23

the environmental effects, in at least some impact24

categories, can reach moderate or large significance.25
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So to reiterate, in 1996 the NRC reached generic1

conclusions for 69 issues related to operating nuclear2

plants for another 20 years.  3

For these Category 1 issues we looked to see if4

there was any information that was both new and5

significant and whether or not we could adopt the generic6

conclusions.  For the remaining Category 2 issues, and for7

any validated issues, which we did not find, my team8

performed an analysis specific for the Browns Ferry site. 9

For all of the Category 1 issues presented in10

the generic EIS that relate to Browns Ferry, we found no11

information that was both new and significant; therefore,12

we have preliminarily adopted the conclusion that the13

impact of these issues is small.14

The team analyzed the remaining Category 215

issues in this supplement and found the environmental16

effects resulting from each of these issues were also17

small.  During our review my team found no new issues that18

were not already known.  19

Last, we found that the environmental impacts of20

alternatives, at least in some impact categories, can21

reach moderate or large significance.22

That concludes my review of our findings.23

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much.24

Before we go to questions, if I may just25
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introduce one other person from the NRC staff, Mr. P. T.1

Kuo right here.  And P. T. is the Chief of the License2

Renewal and Environmental Impacts Program.  So he's in3

charge of not only the environmental review that we're4

talking about but also the safety site review.5

Thank you for being here, P.T.6

Questions about the draft EIS? 7

Yes, sir, and please introduce yourself to us.8

MR. LAWSON:  Hi, I'm Brian Lawson with the9

Huntsville Times.10

As you described the conclusions, and as you11

reviewed other sites, in you experience is it typical to12

find what amounts to no significance across the board?  Is13

that an unusual finding for you or does that run14

consistent with other experiences you've had?15

MR. SACKSCHEWSKY:  That is fairly consistent16

with, I think, most of the other reviews that have been17

done.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Mike are you going to19

amplify -- okay.  That's fine.20

Yes, sir, and, then, we'll go back to him.21

MR. SHERER:  Dennis Sherer, I'm with the Times22

Daily Newspaper in Florence.23

Have there been any applications for a new --24

you all have said, hey, this is not going to work or have25
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you all seen no significant impact?1

MR. CAMERON:  And this is in terms of license2

renewal applications.  3

MR. MASNIK:  It is Mike Masnik.4

It is a good question.  We get that question5

quite often.  We have done over 20 of these reviews so far6

and in each case the license renewal has been granted. 7

There's also a number in house under review at this time.8

The reason for that is -- there's a couple of9

reasons for it.  First, this is a fairly well-defined10

process at this point.  The licensees know what to submit11

and what they have to submit and what we look at.  12

So, typically, since this costs a licensee a lot13

of money, their application, in almost every case, is14

fairly complete.15

It is also an iterative process in a way in16

that, if there are shortcomings in the application -- and17

just about every application has some areas where we need18

some additional information.  As I mentioned, we got19

11,000 pages of material from the licensee.  That20

information is provided.  If it's insufficient, we might21

go back to the licensee a second time.22

Additionally, if there are inspections and the23

inspections demonstrate that there's some weaknesses in24

the facility's aging program, the licensee would obviously25
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make improvements to that program to the extent that we1

probably would be satisfied.2

So the answer is no, we have not turned down a3

licensee, but I think there is a pretty good reason why4

that's the case so far.  5

MR. CAMERON:  Thanks, Mike.6

Let's go to Ann.7

MS. HARRIS:  I've got five questions.8

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  This is Ann Harris for the9

record.  Do you want to ask them all at once and, then,10

we'll answer?11

MS. HARRIS:  It is up to you.12

MR. CAMERON:  Why don't you give us all five13

and, then, we'll proceed to answer them 'cause I think14

that will be more efficient.  Okay?  15

MS. HARRIS:  Talking about the cumulative effect16

here of what you found, and I want to know if that17

cumulative effect was determined on separate units or you18

combined all three of 'em to come to what Unit 1 will do? 19

Was it totally separate throughout the decision on20

cumulative effects?21

The other thing is, I see that you talk about22

cumulative effects but I'm not sure that what you are23

using as cumulative effects is the reactor, the design,24

the safety, the whole.  Did you add of that?  I'm seeing25
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something different whenever you talk about emissions.1

When you determine the cumulative effect of2

emissions, what is the basis and what was the model that3

you used?  What is the level?  And what are the percentage4

of waste increase from the use of fuel?  I didn't see that5

there any where.  6

There has to be an increase if you are going to7

use a new unit, because it is going to produce waste.8

From the current level here what is Unit 1's9

waste analysis done totally alone?  And if so, why?  10

MR. MASNIK:  Can you repeat that?  I couldn't11

follow that one.12

MS. HARRIS:  Well, Unit 1 waste.  During the13

analysis you didn't find any problems with it, but you14

also didn't talk about what that waste is going to come15

from.  I want to know what percentage or level of increase16

of waste that you determined would increase above what17

Unit 2 and 3 are now producing.18

MR. CAMERON:  Is that the last?19

MS. HARRIS:  Right now.20

MR. CAMERON:  Mike, do you want to -- let's try21

to -- I know it's a lot to keep tract of.  Let's try to22

answer Ann's questions as best we can, and, then, we'll23

check with her to see if we got it.24

MR. MASNIK:  I guess your first question was: 25
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did we look at -- when we evaluated cumulative affects,1

did we look at separating Unit 1 from Units 2 and 3?2

The answer is no.3

I think your specific question from the4

standpoint of cumulative affects related to generation of5

additional waste and emissions.  Okay. As Mike described,6

both the issue related to the fuel cycle and the7

radiological releases from the plant were considered8

Category 1 issues, which means that we considered them9

generically back in the early 90s and determined that the10

impacts would be the same for all facilities.  We also11

determined that the impacts would be small.  12

From the standpoint of the waste issue, the13

additional waste that would be generated from Unit 1 for14

an additional 20 years, the Commission believes this is an15

acceptable amount and that the waste would ultimately end16

up in a repository somewhere, you know, a permanent17

repository.18

From the standpoint of emissions, again, the19

amount of radiological releases from the plant are20

extremely small.  As a result, the additional 20 years we21

feel would not result in any releases that are outside our22

regulations.  So again, it would be a generic23

determination and a Category 1 issue.24

MR. CAMERON:  Ann, is there anything else that25
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we didn't -- 1

MS. HARRIS:  You didn't answer my question.2

MR. KUGLER:  Chip, let me add one more thing3

because I think this may be what she's asking about, and4

I'm not sure Mike hit it.  5

When we were looking at emissions from the6

plant, liquid and gaseous emissions, we applied a7

multiplication factor of one-point-eight to consider the8

addition of Unit 1, the third unit, and to consider the9

uprated power level as well because we did all of this10

analysis assuming that the plants were operating 12011

percent power, because Tennessee Valley Authority has12

applied for an uprate.  13

Now that uprate hasn't been completed, but in14

order to make this analysis conservative, we worked with15

the assumption that the uprate happened so that we would16

be basically doing the worse case, the higher power level. 17

So that's considered within the way we looked at the18

emissions from the plant as well.  19

MR. CAMERON:  Is your main concern addressed20

here?21

MS. HARRIS:  No.  I got a lot of nuke speak22

which didn't mean anything.23

What I'm looking for is, if you didn't look at24

the percentage of waste increase, you had -- there has to25
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be a waste increase.  You're starting up basically a new1

unit.  If you don't have an increase in waste, whose2

eating it.  3

The other thing is, if there is a waste4

increase, I want to know how much it is.5

MR. CAMERON:  That's two separate questions6

here.  One is a factual question in terms of how much7

additional waste will be produced over the license renewal8

extension?  I mean we should be able to have a number for9

that either now or before we adjourn.  That's a factual10

question that we should have an answer for, hopefully.11

The other point is -- I think the implication of12

Ann's question is, if the plant that's going to be running13

longer, i.e, the licenses renewed, then more waste is14

being produced and that would lead us to a negative15

conclusion.16

I think what you're saying is that, even though17

there would be more waste produced, it's still within our18

analysis that it's a small impact.  That's the answer; is19

that correct?20

MR. KUGLER:  Yes, that's correct.21

What we tried to do here was, you've got two22

units running and we know how much waste they're producing23

every year.  We have data on that.  You add a third unit24

in to operation, it will produce about the same amount of25
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waste and effluents.  Now, if you increase the power level1

of those plants, that will increase the amount of2

effluents.  3

What we did was, in our analysis we tried to4

take both of those things in to account, the addition of5

Unit 1 running and the increase in the power levels of the6

plants.  We tried to take both of those things in to7

account in our analysis.8

MR. CAMERON:  And are concluded in -- 9

MR. KUGLER:  And our conclusions are based on10

those higher effluent levels.11

MR. CAMERON:  If at some point we can find out12

the exact number, we -- 13

MS. HARRIS:  Did I understand you to say that14

you considered it's a negligible impact over a 20 year15

period for this one unit?16

MR. KUGLER:  What we concluded was that the17

impacts on the environment would be small with the18

additional unit running, yes.19

MS. HARRIS:  The answer would be yes.20

MR. KUGLER:  I didn't use the word negligible21

because I'm not sure we're saying negligible.  We said22

small.  Maybe it is just semantics.23

MR. CAMERON:  But that is the conclusion, it's24

small.25
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MR. KUGLER:  We define small as an impact that1

is not significant to the environment, yes.2

MR. CAMERON:  Let me ask Barry Zalcman if he has3

something to add here.4

MR. ZALCMAN:  Thanks, Chip.5

I think one of the issues that may be confusing6

is Unit 1 (Browns Ferry) is an operating nuclear power7

plant.  It has a license to operate.  It has been operated8

for some time, but the staff has already evaluated the9

impacts of operating that nuclear power plant for its10

initial term.  This action is to look at the additional 2011

years of operation.  12

So we have looked at the impact of three plants13

operating.  The restart of Unit 1 is not part of this14

licensing action.  As a matter of fact, it is not a15

licensing action.  They have an operating license.  So the16

cumulative impacts look at the individual as well as the17

combined effects at Browns Ferry.18

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.19

Did we have someone over here?  Yes, sir. 20

Please introduce yourself to us.21

MR. WILLIS:  It is Bill Willis with the News22

Courier newspaper here in Athens.  Have any other TVA23

plants gone through this review process for license24

renewal?  Does the agency have any track record.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Michael.1

MR. MASNIK:  No.  These are the first units from2

TVA to come in for license renewal.3

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.  4

We will go to -- please introduce yourself.5

MS.LEGG:  My name is Julie Legg.  6

I just have a general question about licensing7

in general.  Why is the licensing period for so long?  Why8

20 years?  Why 40 years?9

MR. CAMERON:  We are going to go to Barry10

Zalcman of the NRC staff again.11

MR. ZALCMAN:  Thank you very much.  A very good12

question.  Its like why is your driver's license good for13

five years.  14

The fact of the matter is, when Congress first15

established the Atomic Energy Act and allowed the Atomic16

Energy Commission, and subsequently the Nuclear Regulatory17

Commission, to issue licenses, there was some questions as18

to how long.  19

From an engineering perspective there is no real20

limitation on the length of licenses, but from economic21

considerations and anti-trust considerations, Congress22

believed that 40 years was a reasonable period of time. 23

So it stems back from that.24

And for license renewal the staff, while granted25
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the authority under the Atomic Energy Act to renew1

licenses, had no mechanism for renewing licenses.  So when2

we embarked on that process in the late 80s and through3

the early 90s, that was the mechanism involving the public4

in establishing a rule.  Through that rulemaking process5

we had public engagement, State public utility6

commissioners engaging in that process and found that the7

20 year period was a reasonably long planning horizon, so8

that energy supplies could be provided with assurity for9

public and public use.  10

So these are time frames, in part, established11

by Congress for the Agency to deal with, and now by rule,12

engaging public in that rulemaking process.13

MS. LEGG:  Is it just every 20 years?  Are the14

plants just audited every 20 years and, then, get re-15

licensed or are they audited otherwise?16

MR. CAMERON:  I'm assuming that Julie is using17

the term "audited" to mean inspected or some type of NRC18

review.19

So Barry, are you going to answer that for us?20

MR. ZALCMAN:  I can respond only because I'm the21

closest to the microphone.  22

The reality is, the staff is performing23

oversight at this facility every day.24

As Andy indicated earlier, we have NRC resident25
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inspectors that are part of the NRC corps that are located1

at the facility  that live in the community, part of2

inspection team activities that go on day in and day out. 3

That's their job.4

There are special team inspections, there are5

augmented team inspections, a variety of other inspections6

that are lead by regions.  So we have a regional7

representative.  8

So there are other inspections that go on and9

on, on a continuing basis.  And, then, if we need some10

special outside or technical expertise, even folks out of11

headquarters come in.  But it's not a snapshot in time; it12

is a continuum.  Inspection activities go on every day.13

MR. CAMERON:  Dawn?14

MS. KNOX:  I know earlier Mr. Kugler, I believe,15

had said that the safety evaluation report had not yet16

been conducted, but at the same time does that mean that17

you all have evaluated the maximum amount of millirems for18

exposure?  Is that still 25 millirems?  19

MR. CAMERON:  I think we are going to have to20

change batteries in this at some point, but do you get the21

gist of Dawn's question?22

MR. MASNIK:  Can we go back to slide 5 just real23

quick?  24

Just so there's no misunderstanding, there's25
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both an environmental and a safety review.  We're talking1

about the environmental review, but your comment is an2

environmental comment in the sense that we concern3

ourselves with the release of radionuclides from the4

facility and the off site dose  consequences of that.  5

There are very prescriptive requirements for how6

much radiation that can be released from the plant.  There7

are also many layers of protection to prevent the release8

of radioactivity.  Radioactivity is allowed to be released9

from the plant only from monitored release points.  10

And we calculate -- or the licensee calculates -11

- and the NRC makes sure these calculations are correct --12

how much radioactive isotopes are released to the13

environment.14

They are required annually to submit a report to15

us that essentially summarizes the previous year's worth16

of data, and they actually do dose calculations and17

determine what the maximum number might be to a member of18

the public that, for example, lives along the shoreline19

and eats fish out of the river and spends 500 hours a year20

at the shoreline.  21

So it is a very conservative estimate.  It's a22

very small amount.  I can certainly give you those numbers23

afterwards.  I have them.  I even have a copy of the24

report.  You know, it's not much.25
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I just wanted to show you here again the1

environmental review on the lower and the safety review on2

the top.3

MR. CAMERON:  Did you have another question?4

MS. LEGG:  Yes, sir, several more as a matter of5

fact.6

Where is the permanent toxic waste repository in7

the United States located that is to have been operational8

by the year 1998, as mandated by the National Waste Policy9

Act of 1982?10

MR. SACKSCHEWSKY:  It's the High Level Waste11

Repository I believe is what you're referring to, and this12

is where the spent fuel will ultimately end up in the13

United States.  14

I think you know, and most people in this room15

know, that has been proposed for Yucca Mountain.  There16

have been studies that have been done for many years.  Its17

a facility that will be licensed by the Department of18

Energy and it will, if licensed, end up taking all the19

fuel.  That licensing process has slowed down and bogged20

down and is not done yet.21

MR. CAMERON:  Just one clarification on what22

Mike said is that the repository will be licensed by the23

NRC.24

MR. SACKSCHEWSKY:  Yes.25
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MR. CAMERON:  The Department of Energy has to1

get a license from us, meet our regulations before it2

could construct and operate the repository.  3

They originally were going to submit a license4

application in December of last year but have delayed that5

for several months in to the future, so we do not have a6

license application.7

MS. LEGG:  You said Yucca Mountain where?8

MR. SACKSCHEWSKY:  Its Yucca Mountain in Nevada.9

MS. LEGG:  Are there any intentions of10

integrating Browns Ferry Nuclear Power  Plant of Limestone11

County from a boiling water reactor to a pressurized water12

reactor as those at Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant of DeKalb13

and Jackson Counties and Joseph M. Farley Plant of Houston14

and Henry Counties, or are heavy water reactors with the15

use of deuterium may be an option or high temperature gas16

reactors?  17

MR. SACKSCHEWSKY:  I missed the first part of18

that.19

MR. CAMERON:  I believe the gist of this is, is20

there any plan to convert any of the reactors at Browns21

Ferry to some different reactor process than what they are22

now from boiling water to pressurized?23

MR. SACKSCHEWSKY:  No, ma'am.  I mean its24

practically physically impossible to do that.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Do you have another question, and,1

then, we are going to try to push on.2

MS. LEGG:  Does the local government or3

officials have to approve an evacuation route before a4

breeder or factory reactor can be approved for a licensing5

operation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission?  6

And does our local government have or hold a ban7

or restriction on development to keep plutonium out of the8

Tennessee Valley because of its 24 year half life and9

toxicity?10

MR. CAMERON:  I think the best thing you can do11

in response to that question is perhaps just talk briefly12

about what the emergency planning regulations and the role13

of local government without worrying particularly about14

the breeder or whatever. 15

In other words, what is applicable to the Browns16

Ferry reactors now in terms of local government.17

MR. MASNIK:  There are no plans currently for a18

breeder reactor, and it is the policy of the United States19

not to pursue breeder reactor technology.20

From the standpoint of emergency planning the21

NRC requires that there be an emergency plan, and the NRC22

works closely with FEMA (Federal Emergency Management23

Authority) to produce an emergency -- well, the licensee24

produces an emergency plan.  We oversee the plan as well25
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as FEMA and that requires local participation.  I believe1

there are one or two people here today from the local2

Emergency Planning Program in Limestone County or the area3

around the plant.4

MR. CAMERON: And Dawn, I know you have some5

other questions.  Let's go to the public comment part of6

the meeting, and, then, we'll make sure that we get back7

to you either during the formal part of the meeting or8

right afterwards to answer any questions that you have.9

For local government officials who are here or10

who know about emergency planning, perhaps after the11

meeting they can also explain it to Dawn.12

Let's go to Mr. Horn?13

MR. HORN:  My understanding of this process is14

that it will be completed and a decision will be made15

probably within a year or close to it; is that correct?16

MR. CAMERON:  Can we get on the record about17

when will the decision on license renewal for this plant18

be made?19

MR. MASNIK:  I have a schedule.  It will take me20

a minute or two to look at it.  I don't know off the top21

of my head when the date is.22

MR. CAMERON:  He has another question while you23

are looking that date up.  Go ahead, sir.24

MR. HORN:  I'm assuming this process will be25
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completed within at least seven, maybe more, years prior1

to the time the first plant will start operating or maybe2

six years, but the last one like ten years.  Is there a3

process such that circumstances that may change in the4

operation of the facility that would affect the5

environmental impact will be considered after this process6

has been completed, between the time it is completed and7

when the actual operation of the renewed license will8

occur?9

MR. CAMERON:  In other words, how do we factor10

in any new information that we might get that would affect11

the operation of the plant in terms of environmental12

impact?13

MR. MASNIK:  Whenever the licensee makes a14

change to the facility they're required to do a certain15

number of reviews.  One of the reviews is to determine16

whether or not the change will result in an environmental17

impact that's outside what was previously considered. 18

Once this document is issued final, it becomes the19

document by which the licensee will compare -- along with20

the original EIS, compare any future impacts.21

So let's say the licensee in four or five years22

decides to totally redesign the cooling system.  If it23

would result in impacts greater than what was considered24

by the NRC in our document here or the original25
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environmental impact statement, then the licensee would be1

required to come in and we would be required to do another2

environmental review.3

So this establishes an envelope, essentially,4

over the facility under which the licensee can operate.5

MR. HORN:  The approval process basically is6

completed at the time that this decision is made; is that7

correct?8

MR. MASNIK:  That's correct.9

MR. CAMERON:  Go ahead.  Thank you.10

MR. MASNIK:  I think someone has the date. 11

April of 2006 is what our current schedule proposes that a12

decision would be made.13

MR. CAMERON:  Yes, sir.14

MR. TIMBERLAKE:  Ralph Timberlake.15

I was concerned.  You talk about the chemical16

effect on our environmental but isn't it nuclear waste17

that is going to have to be transported to Yucca Mountain,18

and have you done this study along the route and possible19

route of how it will affect the environment during the20

transmission?  Also in bringing in the nuclear fuel in the21

refueling of the nuclear reactor.22

MR. MASNIK:  It's a little known fact that23

nuclear fuel is transported on the roads of the United24

States almost every day, somewhere in the country.25
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The industry has had a long experience with1

transferring spent nuclear fuel, and there are NRC2

requirements that are imposed on shippers.  It's a pretty3

routine process.  The vehicles are placarded.  There's4

limits as to what the radiation field can be in around the5

transport vehicle, as well as protection to the driver.6

As far as new fuel, new fuel is relatively7

benign, although it again is transported on a daily basis,8

and there are requirements for it as well.9

MR. CAMERON:  I think the nature of the question10

goes to how did either the Generic Environmental Impact11

Statement or the supplement consider transportation of12

spent fuel.  I think Mike referred to that earlier.13

Isn't that what you wanted to know is how that14

type of impact was considered in the Environmental Impact15

Statement?  Did Barry answer that?16

MR. ZALCMAN:  Barry Zalcman again.  Very good17

question.  Let me point out that in the presentation we18

made we refer to the Generic Environmental Impact19

Statement being completed in a 1996 time frame.  20

In that time frame this was an open issue.  As a21

matter of fact it was Category 2 issue at the time.  The22

Commission felt that the staff could do a little more work23

in focusing on what the cumulative impacts would be of24

transporting all this spent fuel.  So any one licensee25
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that sought a license renewal application would have to1

look at the cumulative impacts across all plants in the2

country.  So, the staff undertook that effort.3

In 1999 the staff completed an Addendum 1 to the4

Generic Environmental Impact Statement.  So, when you look5

at this issue, and you had raised earlier about the6

repository in general, in Chapter 6 of this supplement we7

refer to the objective that the Commission had. The8

conclusion that it had made, which was not just the 19969

Generic Environmental Impact Statement, but also in the10

Addendum 1 to the Generic Environmental Impact Statement. 11

So the staff did that evaluation.  The staff did publish12

its results.  It is available, and if you have an interest13

we'll make sure we get you a copy.14

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Barry.15

We're going to go to that part of the meeting16

where we listen to all of you and -- oh, we have one more17

presentation.  Excuse me for forgetting about Bob Palla. 18

Very important subject, Severe Accident Mitigation19

Alternatives.  It is in the Draft Environmental Impact20

Statement.  21

And Bob, my apology.22

MR. PALLA:  Its only your second time that23

you've done that.24

My name is Bob Palla and I'm with the25
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Probabilistic Safety Assessment Branch at NRC, and I'm1

going to be discussing the environmental impacts of2

postulated accident.3

These impacts are described in Section 5 of the4

Generic Environmental Impact Statement.  Within this5

Generic Environmental Impact Statement two classes of6

accidents are discussed:  design basis accidents and7

severe accidents.8

Design basis accidents are those accidents that9

both the licensee and NRC staff evaluate to ensure that10

the plant can safely respond to a broad spectrum of11

postulated accidents without risk to the public.  12

The ability of the plant to withstand these13

accidents has to be demonstrated before the plant is14

granted a license.  15

Since the licensee has to demonstrate acceptable16

plant performance for the design basis accidents17

throughout the life of the plant, the Commission has18

determined that the environmental impact of design basis19

accidents are of small significance.20

Neither the licensee nor the NRC is aware of any21

new and significant information on the capability of the22

Browns Ferry plant to withstand design basis accidents. 23

Therefore, the staff concludes there are no impacts24

related to design basis accidents beyond those discussed25
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in the Generic Environmental Impact Statement.1

Severe accidents are the second category of2

accidents evaluated in the GEIS.3

Severe accidents are by definition more severe4

than design basis accidents because they could result in5

substantial damage to the reactor core.6

The Commission found in the GEIS that the risk7

of a severe accident is small for all plants.  And by this8

I mean the probabilistic weighted consequences.9

Nevertheless, the Commission determined that10

alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be11

considered for all plants that have not done so.12

The SAMA Evaluation is a site specific13

assessment and is a Category 2 issue, as we described14

earlier.  15

SAMA review for Browns Ferry is summarized in16

Section 5.2 of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement17

Supplement, and its described in more detail in Appendix G18

of the Supplement.19

The remainder of my presentation today is going20

to be on the SAMA analysis itself.21

Before I start that, just in general terms, the22

purpose of performing the SAMA evaluation is to ensure23

that plant changes with the potential for improving severe24

accident safety are identified and evaluated.25
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This is a four step process.  The first step is1

to characterize overall plant risk and the leading2

contributors to risk.  This typically involves extensive3

use of the plant specific Probabilistic Safety Assessment4

Study, which is also known as the PSA.5

The PSA is a study that identifies different6

combinations of system failures and human errors that7

would be required to occur in order for an accident to8

progress to either core damage or containment failure.9

The second step of the process is to identify10

potential improvements that could further reduce risk. 11

The information in the PSA, such as the dominant accident12

sequences, is used to help identify plant improvements13

that would have the greatest impact in reducing risk.14

Improvements identified in other NRC and15

industry studies as well as SAMA analyses for other plants16

are also considered.  17

The third step in the evaluation is to quantify18

the risk reduction potential and the implementation costs19

for each improvement.  20

The risk reduction and implementation costs for21

each SAMA are typically estimated using a bounding22

approach.  The risk reduction is generally over estimated23

by assuming that the plant improvement is completely24

effective in eliminating the accident sequences it is25
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intended to address.1

The implementation costs are generally under2

estimated by neglecting certain cost facts such as3

maintenance cost and surveillance cost that would be4

associated with the improvement.5

The risk reduction and cost estimates are used6

in the final step to determine whether implementation of7

any of the improvements can be justified; and in8

determining whether an improvement is justified we look at9

three factors.  10

The first is whether the improvement is cost11

beneficial.  In other words, is the estimated benefit12

greater than the estimated implementation of the SAMA.13

The second factor is whether the improvement14

provides a significant reduction in total risk.  For15

example, does it eliminate a sequence or a containment16

failure mode that contributes to a large fraction of plant17

risk.18

And the third factor is whether the risk19

reduction is associated with aging effects during the20

period of extend operation.  In which case, if it was, we21

would consider implementation of the SAMA as part of the22

license renewal process.23

The preliminary results of the Browns Ferry SAMA24

evaluation are summarized on this slide.  Approximately25
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135 candidate improvements were identified for each of the1

operating units based on review of plant specific PSAs,2

relevant industry and NRC studies on severe accidents, and3

SAMA analyses performed for other plants.4

The licensee reduced the number of candidate5

SAMAs to 43 based on a multi-step screening process. 6

Factors included during the screening included whether the7

SAMA is not applicable to Browns Ferry due to design8

differences or whether the SAMA has already been addressed9

in the existing Browns Ferry design procedures or training10

programs.11

A more detailed assessment of the conceptual12

design and the costs was then performed on each of the 4313

remaining SAMAs.  This is described in detail in Appendix14

G of the GEIS Supplement.15

The detail cost benefit analysis shows that none16

of the SAMAs would be cost beneficial, even when17

uncertainties in the analysis are taken in to account.  18

So, accordingly, our preliminary conclusion is19

that no SAMAs are required to be implemented at Browns20

Ferry as part of license renewal.21

This concludes my presentation.22

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Bob.  We have a couple23

of questions for you.24

MR. SPEEGLE:  Yes.  My name is James Speegle and25
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was a painter at Brown Ferry Nuclear Plant.  1

You were talking about the costs of doing these2

jobs to get this plant in a safe manner, is that -- am I3

understanding you correctly in that?  You were talking4

about the overall impact of the cost plus the safety5

involved.6

MR. PALLA:  What we look at is, in essence, the7

existing level of risk that this plant poses, and we8

decompose the risk profile to try to understand if there9

are cost beneficial improvements that could be made to10

further reduce the risk.11

So we're looking at the amount of risk reduction12

that is possible, and different areas that contribute to13

risk, and we look at the costs of achieving reduction.14

MR. CAMERON:  But the basic assumption is,15

though, the plant is at a safe level and what we're16

looking at is increases.17

MR. PALLA:  Absolutely.  We're not questioning18

the level of risk.  The level of risk is acceptable by the19

measures that the Commission uses.  We are looking at cost20

beneficial ways of further reducing it.21

MR. SPEEGLE:  What I'm getting at is, basically,22

we went into the torus and we worked on this thing for23

almost the better part of a year doing it the wrong way,24

and, then, we had another contractor come in and mop up25
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the mess and do it the right way.  Did they factor in1

doing that torus two times, financially?2

The safety impact of it alone is just unreal3

because you were not -- not NRC directly nor TVA.  I'm4

referring this to the contractors.  They were going to cut5

corners, and safety corners were more important.  They6

wanted to make the dollar and cut the safety out.  They7

weren't doing the job correctly.  And now that they went8

back and it has been done correctly, who made the decision9

to go back in there and have it redone?10

MR. PALLA:  You're really bringing up an11

operational issue that -- I guess what I'd say is we are12

starting from a baseline where the plant is assumed to be13

operating in accordance with its design basis.14

And the types of activities you are describing15

may be more related to maintaining the plant's operating16

basis.  17

It's not the type of issue we were looking at18

really, What we looked at was the potential for accidents19

to occur at the plant and ways to reduce that.20

MR. SPEEGLE:  If this had been done correctly21

the first time instead of messing with it for over a year,22

I wouldn't be asking these safety questions.  23

But now in my mind, and a lot of other peoples24

minds, this went on so long what other issues were not25
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done correctly in this plant?1

MR. PALLA:  Perhaps that calls in the question2

whether the plant is being operated in accordance with its3

design basis.4

As Andy Kugler described earlier, there's a5

parallel review of the safety analysis.  This is really --6

if it belong there, it would be on the safety side.  But7

this is really an operational issue.  This isn't really a8

license renewal issue.  I think it's something we would9

not be dealing with today.10

MR. CAMERON:  In other words, it is an11

operational issue.  These types of operational issues are12

something that the NRC watches for and is very concerned13

about.  It is not the subject of the severe accident14

mitigation alternatives.15

And in just general terms, if there is something16

that needs to be corrected at a plant to make conform to17

NRC's safety regulation, the licensee is responsible for18

fixing that, and there's no cost benefit valuation of19

whether they are going to do it or not.20

And I know we are going to hear from you, Mr.21

Speegle, in a few minutes more on this, so we'll be back22

to you.23

Yes, sir.24

MR. SHERER:  Sort of the same question I asked25
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earlier.  As you guys have gone through your relicensing1

at other facilities, and you've gone through the SAMA2

process, in the 20 or so that have been re-licensed3

already are you finding that the SAMA review has found4

situations where there are actual cost benefits, or are5

you tending to run the same direction here as well that's6

-- 7

MR. PALLA:  We found them in probably about8

half.  I don't have an exact number, but I think its9

roughly about half of the plants you'll find something. 10

They tend to be relatively low cost modification,11

procedural changes for the most part.  12

The residual level of risk at these operating13

plants is sufficiently low that when you go through the14

regulatory analysis guidance, in effect it dictates the15

amount of money that one could justify spending.  That16

number is fairly low.  And we tend to find procedural17

enhancements.18

We did for Browns Ferry found a few that came19

close in this screening process that we did.  But when20

they were looked at closer, either the costs were21

recognized to be higher than they were originally22

estimated or the benefits were lower, so they fell away. 23

So in the end we didn't find any that were cost beneficial24

at Browns Ferry.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Do you have a quick followup?1

MR SHERER:  Very quickly.2

The list that you generated that you run through3

each time at each facility, if you are finding that it4

would work perfectly in your model, and it would be5

cheaper maybe in your model than, in fact, it might be. 6

Even then, generally speaking, it is applicable.  Does7

that raise questions about the model at all that maybe8

there ends on a Volkswagen.  9

I guess I'm wondering where it was generated10

from if you're finding very little applicability across11

the board.12

MR. PALLA:  If you'll look at our report --13

there's a long list at the beginning.  There's 13514

potential SAMAs.  This comes from a combination of SAMAs15

that have been identified in previous studies as well as16

plant specific improvements that derive directly from the17

plant specific PRA.  So it's a combination of those.18

And, then, they are basically screened through a19

number of different criteria.  20

Some of those improvements could relate to21

pressurized water reactors and are not applicable to a22

boiling water reactor, so those are easily dismissed. 23

And, then, some of the other ones could be from another24

BWR that it may have had more value at one plant than25
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another because certain accidents may be more likely at1

some plants than other.2

The risk profile is the make up of all the3

various accidents that contribute to core damage, and that4

profile is somewhat different from plant to plant.  So5

that will impact whether a SAMA is beneficial at one plant6

and why it might not be at another.7

MR. CAMERON:  I think what Bob is saying is that8

there's not necessarily a model; that there is going to be9

a plant specific SAMA done at each plant, and each plant10

is unique.  Is that right?11

MR. PALLA:  That's right.   I mean we don't12

expect that because an improvement was cost beneficial at13

one plant.  But we don't expect it would necessarily be at14

the next unit.  But we have been asking licensees to15

address that.16

When we've found them in previous reviews, we've17

asked them to explore them further to be sure that nothing18

falls through the crack.19

MR. CAMERON:  Give us your name.20

MR. LAWSON:  It's Brian Lawson, I'm with the21

Huntsville Times.22

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Brian.  23

Ann Harris and, then, I think we have to move on24

to the final summary by Mike, and, then, get you all up25
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there to listen to your more formal comments.1

Ann.2

MS. HARRIS:  I've got four short questions that3

will take four short answers.4

MR. CAMERON:  We'll do them one at a time, then.5

MS. HARRIS:  Have you looked at any issues6

surrounding the shroud on Unit 1?  Or have TVA?7

MR. PALLA:  Quick answer is, as part of SAMA8

evaluation we did not.  This is another one of those9

operational issues.10

MS. HARRIS:  Since this unit is not operating, I11

find it remarkable that you base these decisions on12

operations when they aren't operating.13

MR. CAMERON:  Is that a question?14

MS. HARRIS:  That's a comment.15

Did TVA test for embrittlement on the reactor in16

the reactor building that's been sitting for over 1817

years?18

MR. PALLA:  Maybe one of the guys on the safety19

side could answer that because -- 20

MR. CAMERON:  In other words, that's not part of21

the SAMA.22

MR. PALLA:  That's right.23

MR. CAMERON:  P.T.?  This is P.T. Kuo.24

MR. KUO:  As Chip says, my name is P.T. Kuo.  On25
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the safety side we review those type of things.  We look1

at their reactor vessel, at the beltline level.  We look2

at how the TVA people manage it, or inspect it.  3

This is being handled on the part of review. 4

Like Dr. Masnik is talking about there's two plant5

reviews.  One plant review is the safety side.  And we6

have experts reviewing all those questions that you just7

raised.8

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you Dr. Kuo for that.9

And Ram, did you have something you wanted to10

add to Dr. Kuo's.11

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  My name is Ram Subbaratnam,12

the Safety PM.13

Safety is not a progressing as fast like the14

environmental side.  In the process of making the15

evaluation, we got the data, information from the16

licensee.  We will be making a determination on that17

question in the future.18

MR. CAMERON:  So we are looking at it, then.19

MR. SUBBARATNAM:  Yes.20

MR. CAMERON:  Did you have a couple of others21

here?22

MS. HARRIS:  One other.23

MR. CAMERON:  One other.24

MS. HARRIS:  I'm sorry, two.25
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If you burn the cooling towers down again, how1

will you cool down; and have you looked at that problem as2

if it should happen again because we do know that it does3

happen?4

MR. CAMERON:  Part of the SAMA analysis?5

MR. PALLA:  No. 6

MS. HARRIS:  Why not?7

MR. PALLA:  Well, it -- 8

MS. HARRIS:  It is that -- 9

MR. CAMERON:  Wait a minute, Ann.  Let's make10

sure we get all of this on the record.11

It is not part of the SAMA analysis.  The12

question is, why not?  Bob, do you want to clarify?13

It's not as if an issue isn't looked at but it14

may not be looked at as part of the SAMA analysis.15

MR. PALLA:  What we tend to do in the SAMA16

analysis is focus on things that are recognized to be17

important contributors to risk.  And this type of event is18

not identified in the risk assessment.19

MS. HARRIS:  (Inaudible)20

MR. PALLA:  Well, it has to be a credible event. 21

These things are assigned probabilities, and I don't know22

what the probability of the event is that you're speaking23

of.  24

I could say that it is not -- it's showing25
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itself as a dominant contributor to risk.1

MR. CAMERON:  Regardless of whether people like2

the answer or not, the answer is, it's not a dominant3

contributor to risk.  I just want to make sure that people4

know that.5

MR. MASNIK:  Mike Masnik.6

But you have to understand that the cooling7

towers are not necessary for the cool down of the8

facility.  The ultimate heat sink for the facility is the9

river.10

So if another cooling tower burned down, as one11

has in the past, it is not a vital system from the12

standpoint of the facility.13

MR. CAMERON:  One more question and, then, we'll14

go to you.15

MS. HARRIS:  How much input -- and what was the16

level of input -- where you looked at how much human error17

contributed to SAMA?18

MR. PALLA:  Well, human errors are important in19

the risk assessment.  The way that this process is done,20

the probabilistic safety assessment would identify the21

important human actions.  And, then, we use what is called22

"importance analyses" which is kind of a mathematical23

sensitivity study that shows how much risk could be24

increased or decreased if certain basic events in the25
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model were either always perfect or always failed.1

So what we tend to do with this model, the2

probabilistic model is identify areas for improvements,3

and areas also for performance, if degraded, would cause a4

problem.  5

What we would tend to find is areas that an6

error that was important in the risk profile could be7

reduced through a procedural enhancement.8

So when we find procedural changes as potential9

SAMAs, in general is because there was a human error that10

was important to risk that could be further reduced.11

So our process tends to identify those human12

errors that are important, and, then, we look to ways that13

those human actions could be reduced.  14

That's what this analysis does, it looks for15

further reductions.16

MR. CAMERON:  All right.  Thank you.17

Yes, ma'am.18

MS. HILL:  I'm Brenda Hill and I am so confused. 19

I do not understand.  You have a model that is developed20

that you use to do a mathematical equation on; is that21

correct?22

MR. PALLA:  Yeah.  23

Our model is a representative of -- 24

MS. HILL:  Wait a minute.  Give me a minute. 25
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Don't confuse me any more, okay.1

You have a mathematical equation that takes in2

to account human error as well as physiological organic3

changes, and the buildings are falling down type stuff,4

and you put this in a mathematical equation.5

MR. PALLA:  We don't have buildings falling6

down.  What we have is combination of events that have to7

occur simultaneously.8

MS. HILL:  Yeah, but you do have things9

happening to the buildings.  I mean any time you have --10

this building eventually is going to fall down, right?11

MR. PALLA:  No, we don't think the building is12

going to fall down.  We can have someone from the safety13

side explain why not.14

MS. HILL:  Eventually, at some point in time,15

this building we're in right now will fall down.  Yes or16

no.17

MR. PALLA:  Well, some day.18

MS. HILL:  Yes or no.  At some point in time19

this building -- 20

MR. PALLA:  Sure.  21

MS. HILL:  Okay.22

MR. PALLA:  We're talking a 20 year license23

renewal, and we're assuring that it won't happen in 2024

years.25
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MS. HILL:  You are taking mathematical equations1

and using them to establish whether or not this place is2

safe and, as part of a mathematical equation, you are3

taking in to account human beings who are prone to error,4

and you're telling me that your nuclear plants are going5

to be safer.6

MR. CAMERON:  One assumption, Brenda, that you7

need to remember about this whole SAMA analysis is that8

this is done to identify additional things to make it9

safer.  It's not addressing, as Bob said before, whether10

the plant is safe.  The assumption that it is safe and11

they put this analysis on top of it.  12

MS. HILL:  Okay.  Can you explain a little more13

to me about where did your model come from?  What is it? 14

I've heard of Chernobyl, I've heard of Three Mile Island,15

and all these others.  Are those type of things taken in16

to account when you're doing this?17

MR. PALLA:  Yes, they are.18

What the model is, is a recognition of19

physically what is in place to protect the core.  So the20

basic function is core cooling, let's say, for the21

reactor.  There are numerous pumps that can be used: high22

pressure pumps, low pressure pumps.  Perhaps any of which23

would succeed.24

In order to melt the core, you have to fail high25
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pressure, you have to fail a depressurization function1

because you have low pressure pumps as well.  So if your2

high pressure pumps fail, you can depressurize and use the3

low pressure pumps.  4

You know, you could have an operator error,5

failure to depressurize, in which case, even if you had6

low pressure pumps, they're of no use to you if you're at7

high pressure.8

But this model will look at the pumps that you9

have, the number of pumps.  There is statistical10

information that describes the probability that the pump,11

even though it's there and thought to be operable, might12

not work.  And if you have three pumps, then you have to13

have the probability that Pump A, Pump B and Pump C don't14

work.  15

And, then, if you are looking at the low16

pressure pumps, you have to have a failure to depressurize17

as part of that; and, then, you'd have to have failure of18

the low pressure pumps.19

So what the model does is look at all of the20

ways the core could be kept cool.  And what it tells you21

is, these are the different combinations of things that22

would have to happen for the core to be damaged.23

At Three Mile Island, for example, the operators24

had some mechanical problems, and, then, there could be25
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some human errors in there, too.  1

This is part of the model, the important human2

actions are modeled in the probability that those are not3

successful.4

MR. CAMERON:  If there's any further explanation5

that we could give Brenda after the meeting to maybe6

explain what exactly you mean by a model and how this7

works may be helpful.  8

MS. HILL: Well, you can explain it to me.9

MR. CAMERON: Michael, do you want to sum up and,10

then, we're going to go out to people in the audience. 11

MR. MASNIK:  Turning to our conclusions now, we12

found that the license renewal, the environmental impacts13

are small in all areas.  14

When we examined alternatives to license15

renewal, including the no action alternative, the16

environmental impact range from small, to moderate, to17

large.  18

Based on these results, our preliminary19

conclusion is that by operating the Browns Ferry Plant for20

an additional 20 years, the impacts would be small and,21

therefore, the option to renew the license should be22

preserved for energy-planning decision makers.23

Next slide.24

As I mentioned before, the Draft Environmental25
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Impact Statement was made available to the public in1

December.  So what happens next?  2

Well, we're in the middle of a 75-day comment3

period that runs until March 2nd.  After that, we will4

review and consider the comments received at today's5

meeting, as well as any written comments we receive during6

the comment period.  7

Then, we will modify the Environmental Impact8

Statement after considering all the comments and release a9

final draft by the end of July of this year.10

Next slide provides a point of contact for11

license renewal and provides the address of a repository12

for documents pertaining to the environmental review.  Of13

course, that point of contact is me.  14

The Athens Limestone Public Library at 405 East15

South Street, Athens, Alabama has agreed to make documents16

related to the environmental review available to the17

public.  18

Single copies of the Environmental Impact19

Statement are available today from Etoy in the back of the20

room.  Etoy put your hand up.  So, if you don't have a21

copy and you want one, she can give you one today.22

For those of you that prefer to review your23

documents in front of a computer screen, the Draft24

Environmental Impact Statement is available at the web25
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address at the bottom here.  You type this in, you'll1

actually come to a copy of the document.  2

So, outside of this meeting today, there are3

three additional ways you an provide us comments.  One is4

by writing to us at this address, my address; the second5

way is by dropping off your comments to me in person, up6

in Rockville, Maryland; and the third, we've set up a7

special email address just for the Environmental Impact8

Statement.  So, if you email your comments to that email9

address, I will get them and will consider them.10

As I said, all comments will be considered in11

our final Environmental Impact Statement.12

I want to take this time to thank you for13

attending the meeting for this very important process, and14

please take the brochures and other information we have on15

the side of the meting room today.16

As I mentioned, if you don't have a copy of the17

Impact Statement, please don't leave without one.18

Thank you.19

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Mike.20

Now, we are going to hear from you.  One thing21

we find useful in some cases is to have a representative22

of the license applicant make a few remarks about what23

their rationale and vision is in terms of license renewal. 24

So we have Mr. Chuck Wilson, who is the Project Manager25
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for the Environmental Review on license renewal from TVA.1

Why don't you go up there, and we will try and2

figure out what is causing this interference.3

MR. WILSON:  Thanks, Chip.4

I'm Chuck Wilson.  I'm the License Renewal5

Environmental Project Manager for TVA.  I've got just a6

couple of very brief comments.7

Next slide.8

First, I want to say that a number of TVA9

reviewers are looking at this Draft Environmental Impact10

Statement, and TVA will be providing comments before the11

comment period closes, March 2nd.12

I can also say that TVA agrees with NRC's13

overall conclusion that the environmental impacts of14

Browns Ferry License Renewal are minimal.15

Next slide.16

Also, I wanted to say, very briefly, being a17

Federal agency, in the spring of 2002 TVA prepared its own18

environmental impact statement addressing Browns Ferry19

License Renewal, and Browns Ferry Unit 1 restart.  There20

were no significant environmental impacts, and license21

renewal was found to allow power production without green22

house gases, which is consistent with TVA's clean air23

initiatives.  It also maximizes use of existing assets and24

avoids the impacts of new site construction.25
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So, our overall conclusion at that time that it1

was an environmentally sound thing to do.2

Thanks.  That's all the comments I have.3

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Mr. Wilson.4

I was going to go to Ann Harris next.  Ann, do5

you want to stretch out a little bit?6

MS. HARRIS:  Yes.7

MR. CAMERON:  Let's next go to Mr. Speegle and,8

then, we'll go to Julie Legg and, then, Dawn Knox after9

that.  Eventually, we'll get  to Ann Harris and the rest10

of you.11

Mr. Speegle.12

MR. SPEEGLE:  First of all, I'd like to say13

thank you all for letting us have this opportunity to get14

our concerns on paper.15

My name is James Speegle.  I was a painter at16

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant and a Foreman inside the torus17

for the better part of over a year.  18

The things that I witnesses inside the torus,19

they're scary.  But you guys didn't get a chance to see20

that because the mess was mopped up, okay.  21

I don't blame TVA for this.  I blame the22

contractor.  Okay.  TVA is doing the best they can do to23

straighten the problems out.  I realize that.  I'm not24

here to beat them up.  And nobody needs to sit here and25
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think I'm against nuclear power.  I'm not.  We got to have1

it.  We got to have energy.2

The thing that bothers me the most is when a man3

from supervision will stand there and tell you: Don't4

worry about it.  They'll pay you come Wednesday. 5

Confusion is money. If they don't like the way we done it6

this time, it tears me up, we'll do it again, and they'll7

pay us for it.8

These are not people that are worried about9

safety.  These are people that are worried about filling10

their pocketbooks to where they can go back home, stay11

there, and live comfortably, and let us have to deal with12

the problems they caused at this plant.  13

Is there ever going to be a problem?  Who knows. 14

They didn't think there would be one at Chernobyl either.15

Eighty-two percent of the kids born in Chernobyl 16

over where Chernobyl is at in Russia, is born with birth17

defects.  Eighty-two percent.  And some of it could have18

been prevented.  Maybe some of this can be prevented up19

here.  This is definitely a safety issue that needs to be20

addressed.21

I do know that NRC is looking into some of this22

stuff.  23

The gentleman on site that conducted all this24

stuff has made the comments in the last two weeks that he25
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has been cleared of all charges.  I haven't even gotten a1

report from NRC yet saying what the results were.  He's2

saying NRC is telling him this.  3

It makes me, and other people, think that NRC is4

helping cover things up.  I don't look at it that way.  I5

hate to.  But this gentleman on site is a safety issue6

himself.  Okay.7

That whole contracting company up there filed8

bankruptcy years ago.  They're using this, at the cost of9

safety to everyone in this community, to regain what they10

lost years ago.  That's not our fault.  That's bad11

management.  That's bad management.12

TVA may or may not want to look into this of you13

getting another contractor.  14

Obviously, I was right about the things I15

complained out, or Williams Power would never have been16

brought in to redo what Stone and Webster worked on for17

almost a year.  18

The plant itself has got to have a cooling19

system that works.20

The paint chip -- people say well, painting. 21

Painting don't really matter.  Painting does matter.  Ask22

Davis Bessie Plant.  Some of you guys probably already23

know that they had to redo a lot of their painting in24

their systems too.25
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Browns Ferry Unit 2 and 3 run efficient.  They1

run clean; they run good.  I worked on Unit 3.  Nothing in2

Unit 1 has been done the way Unit 3 was revamped and3

redone back in the early 90s.  Nothing.  Everything has4

changed differently.  The torus was redone right.  5

This torus started out -- and I do believe it6

was financial gain, and they throwed safety out the window7

to get there.  8

We had a man to get internally contaminated in9

there by these people, by instructing him to do the things10

the wrong way.  11

I stopped two other gentlemen from doing the12

job.  They stuck him in.  He done it the way they wanted;13

he got internally contaminated.  He has yet to get a14

report from NRC as to why these people didn't get15

disciplined for sending him in there like that.  Why?16

I mean did the report not been sent to NRC, or17

is it just not been finished yet to get back with him.  It18

was over eight or nine -- well, close to a year now that19

he was internally contaminated under instructions by20

people that are still in that plant doing things in this21

manner.22

Like I said, I don't blame TVA for this.  I23

blame the contractor.  But ultimately, somebody has got to24

clean house.  And I think somebody needs to start cleaning25
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house pretty soon before we have major problems that we1

can't correct.2

It's a shame to have to stand here and look like3

I'm degrading somebody because they fired me.  That's not4

what I'm here for.  5

I was paid $1200 a week; I went down to $210 and6

it took eight weeks to get that.  I was financially hurt7

from this.  That wasn't what I done it for.  I could have8

kept my mouth shut and went on.  I didn't.  I did this for9

the community and for the fact that I know that was being10

done wrong up there.  And like I said, if I was wrong11

about what I complained about, they never would have spent12

those many millions of dollars to have it redone.13

So I would like to ask you all today if you all14

would please find out who instructed it to be redone as15

far as the inside of that torus.  Who came up with the16

initiative to say, hey, maybe there is a problem.  Let's17

stop back and find out what we got to do.18

All they had to do was listen to the people19

inside the plant that knew what to do to begin with, and20

that was to sandblast it from water line to water line and21

the problem never would have occurred.22

We skipped around over rust.  And every time we23

would ask why are we missing this spot and doing this one?24

Our answers we got back were "They'll pay us to do it on25
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another contract."  1

Well, that's wrong.  That is greed.  And they2

threw safety out the window for greed.  3

If anybody in here feels I'm wrong about that,4

please, give me a comment right now.  I need to know.  Am5

I thinking the wrong thing when I'm worried about this6

plant shutting down and not being able to cool down7

because the torus is being done wrong?  8

Now I know it is done right.9

Thank you TVA for making sure this thing is done10

right.  I really appreciate that.  I think you all had a11

big part in the overall redo of this torus.12

But I spoke up, exactly what your open-door13

policies tells me to do.  And it says there's no reprisals14

towards anyone for speaking  up.  Well, I got reprised15

against me.  They run me off.  Cost me my livelihood.  16

I can't hardly work anywhere anymore.  I can't17

get a job paying anything near what I was making up there. 18

And it's not because I'm not skilled, it's because I got19

tired of looking at what was going on.20

I'm asking you to eliminate the problem. 21

Eliminate the problem and get this thing back on track.22

You said you made milestones and everything was23

in line, maybe so.  It might have been met.  But I was in24

that torus and two milestones were missed.  25
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Now that might have been Stone and Webster's1

milestones; it might have been TVA's milestones.  But they2

were missed.  Because every time we go to the point of3

finishing up, they would come and say, hey, we're not4

going to make it.  And when they would talk about5

milestones, everybody knows here they're talking about6

money, their bonuses.  7

Cut the bonuses out.  Make them do it right.  If8

the job ain't right, don't pay them.9

I think Stone and Webster ought to have to10

reimburse TVA for the redo that Williams Power put out,11

and the money that was spent towards them.  Stone and12

Webster ought to be accountable for that money.  13

I mean, would that not be a fair assumption?  If14

somebody pays me to do something for them, and I don't do15

it right, and somebody has to redo it, I should be the one16

forking the bill over.17

I just think that TVA took a rough beating on18

this thing too, but I took it too.  19

I don't know how to stress to you the importance20

of how it is to get this situation under control, because21

the same people that done this in the torus are the same22

people still up there running things in that plant. 23

Everything from the lead, everything from the non-lead24

that was treated like lead, and then created so much toxic25
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chemicals that, ultimately, TVA has got to pay to have it1

buried or put somewhere.  2

I mean why do you want to create waste when it3

didn't have to be created.  They made money on it.  4

They claim 150 and 160 spots of lead removal a5

day.  We couldn't do 20.  With the crew we had, I promise6

you, we couldn't do 20.  7

It is pitiful to sit here and know all this went8

on and you can't get any answers from anybody.9

I asked some questions earlier and they said,10

well, upper management is looking at it and everything. 11

And I appreciate that, but I need some answers.12

I have trouble sitting around at night thinking13

what's going on at that plant.  And this is not because I14

was fired.  Like I said, I could have kept my mouth shut15

and made my $1200 a week and took my family on vacations. 16

I didn't do that.  I didn't do that.  I stood up for what17

this paper right here tells me what I should and could do. 18

And I got fired for it.  And it is because people threw19

safety out the door and wanted to get their pockets full20

of money.  And that's basically all it came down to.21

And I'm asking you guys to keep an eye on the22

safety.  I can't stress it enough.  It needs to be looked23

at.24

25
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There's a book Corrosion Prevention by1

Protective Coatings by Charles G. Monger.  This book tells2

you everything you need to know.  Everything in this book3

was done inside that torus.  It even gives you the4

attitude of the people that run the job in that torus.5

I got several copies of it.  I would like to6

speak to TVA, NRC before I leave here today and give some7

of these copies to you all and let you all sit and read8

them and see what I'm referring to.  It's textbook stuff.9

All they had to do was go by the book.  10

They threw the book out and grabbed the money,11

and safety was an issue that really got throwed out.12

Thank you very much.13

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Mr. Speegle, for taking14

the time to come down to talk to us, too.15

Ann Harris, are you ready now?16

MS. HARRIS:  Yes.17

MR. CAMERON:  This is Ann Harris.  Ann is with18

the Sierra Club.19

MS. HARRIS:  My name is Ann Harris, and I20

represent the State of Franklin Group of the Tennessee21

Chapter of the Sierra Club.22

I am here today because I find that the NRC23

staff does not have a low that they will not stoop to bend24

over for the nuclear industry.  25
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In this place several months ago, Chip, you and1

the Region II boys and the Rockville staffers all went to2

great length to assure me that, if the NRC knew that the3

untried fuel process from the Erwin, Tennessee plant of4

Nuclear Fuel Services, using France's Framatome process,5

would be a part of the EIS, when completed.6

Now that was to be the fuel that was to be used7

here at this plant for those of you here who don't know.8

NRC would make that part of the EIS.  9

You quickly stated that I didn't need to worry. 10

Boys, I'm worried.  11

I can't determine if the NRC staff is the12

world's largest group of paid snake oil salesmen or just13

totally incompetent.  Maybe you can't read or understand14

the English language.  I don't know.  Maybe you don't know15

how to spell Framatome.  Maybe you don't know how to spell16

NFS.  How about if I give you some more clues?  17

In a letter dated August 27, 2003, addressed to18

the Director of the Office of Nuclear Materials and19

Safeguards, which is at the NRC, Framatome began the20

letter and wrote, and I quote.21

"As discussed with Mr. Peter Lee of the Fuel22

Cycle Facilities Branch and various other NRC staff23

members during a meeting with FANP representatives at your24

headquarters on July 21, 2003, FANP is planning facility25
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modifications at its Richland, Washington facility to1

support the processing of Blended Low Enriched Uranium2

(BLEU)..." And I'm not sure what this is.  It says ..."3

UO2 powder for use in the fabrication of TVA's BW fuel4

bundles."5

The letter is signed by D. W. Parker, Manager,6

Environmental Health, Safety and Licensing.  It is on7

Framatome letterhead.  How can you ignore this information8

in this EIS?9

So you'll know, TVA has only one nuclear boiling10

water reactor site, Browns Ferry.  11

That is the same site referred to in the letter12

referenced above.  And I find it remarkable that you still13

don't want to save the ratepayers the cost of another14

hearing and put the analysis in the EIS.  I understand15

that TVA has plenty of money.  And yeah, I understand you16

boys are not concerned about money since your salaries17

will be paid regardless of whatever remarkably bad18

decision you produce.  19

Also, I did notice that you forgot to get the20

language correct in the transcript copy I received by mail21

concerning the NFS and Framatome fuel issue.  I have a22

copy here so you will know where to look.  This copy came23

out of your document room in Rockville, prior to your last24

meeting with me here in this room, and was retrieved down25
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here, in Tennessee, by computer, late one night when I had1

nothing to do.2

And I pay particular attention to the so-called3

"official record" of the last meeting we had down here. 4

Where you erased the part about how you would address the5

fuel issue that I questioned you on if you had the6

knowledge.  Boys, it is time that you found new7

dictionaries and begin to read.8

I have recently taught adults at the junior9

college level and I cannot imagine having one of your10

written decisions given to me to grade.  Let me tell you,11

you have failed my classes, since I have put forth a12

decision for class work on how not to do research and what13

failures you are on ethics, language and your14

responsibilities as government employees.15

Somehow I will find a way to ask my U.S.16

Congressman to retrieve your salaries because of17

malfeasance in office.  For the uneducated, it means18

intentional wrong doing.  How you deny your incompetence19

and continual actions that promote you as a laughing stock20

of the entire U.S.?  Are you so incompetent that you can't21

find jobs elsewhere rather than become snake oil salesmen? 22

I'm amazed.23

I give you further examples of your continued24

malfeasants.  TVA obtained its first license for building25
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nuke plants for this very plant in the last century,1

during the sixties.  For those of you who are not old2

enough to know.  That was over forty years ago.  3

In the seventies, you were advised and carried a4

load of embarrassment into congressional hearings during5

the eighties about the abuse of employees by TVA6

management in direct violation of federal law.  7

Now here we are today with the same boiler plate8

statement that TVA does not condone abuse over public9

health and safety.10

When you look at Mr. James Speegle, here, how do11

you look him in the eye and tell him that you, the NRC,12

cannot stop the abuse because you refuse to do what is13

required to stop the abuse of those such as Mr. Speegle14

that feel that Public Health and Safety is important and15

refuse to take the abuse from TVA managers over safety16

problems?17

In 1993, when I found the infamous Memorandum of18

Understanding between TVA and NRC stating that the NRC19

would turn over to TVA management names of those raising20

safety issues to the NRC, I was embarrassed for you guys. 21

And here we all are 12 years later and the practice in22

that agreement is still being carried out.  Don't correct23

me.  24

I know you canceled the MOU, but you forgot to25
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stop the practice.  Do you boys here today know that TVA's1

record at the Department of Labor is the largest in the2

nation?  And did you know that you have never been able to3

stop that abuse because of your refusal to do your job?4

All the time and words in the world will never5

heal the continued incompetent of the NRC staff and6

Commission.  Your continued refusal to perform your jobs7

is a clear indicator that the NRC will continue to put8

public health and safety below industry financial report. 9

The time will soon come when your actions will come to hit10

you in the seat of the pants as you leave a nuclear site.11

I ask that you rethink your position on drafting12

up an EIS that permits TVA to burn nuclear weapons13

materials in this reactor.  14

I ask that you look at your obligations as15

public employees and see the wrong in such a decision as16

permitting this plant to go forward without the analysis17

for the type of fuel that TVA will burn here.18

And least you forget, I remind you of the recent19

32-ton crane trolley that was dropped between the reactor20

buildings.  And what is worse, you cannot determine if the21

accident -- excuse me, unplanned event -- is a safety22

issue.  And you want the public to trust you.23

In my 21 years of dealing with you boys I still24

cannot trust you with public health and safety.  How sad25
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you are.1

By signed copy of this letter, I formally2

request that this statement be a part of the official3

record of these proceedings.4

MR. CAMERON:  Obviously, we need to go back and5

-- pardon me?6

MS. HARRIS:  I expect some answers.7

MR. CAMERON:  We need to go back and look at8

what we said about analyzing this particular type of fuel. 9

And if we can shed any light on that before the meeting is10

over, we'll do that.  That is a comment to look at that,11

and we receive it as such.12

Dawn or Julie, either one of you prefer to go13

first?14

(Inaudible)15

Do one of you want to come up right now?  Dawn16

Knox.17

MS. KNOX:  Hi, my name is Dawn Knox.  I am a18

citizen of Madison County, Alabama.  I'm 24 years old.  19

I heard about this Nuclear Regulatory Commission20

Meeting in the Huntsville Times.  I felt like it is my21

duty, as a citizen, to come up here and contribute what I22

have to contribute.23

I've done a little bit of studying and I do have24

several questions that I would like to be answered.25
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But my main concern is, I found out that 151

percent of the energy that is derived from the 375 nuclear2

power stations in the United States that six are on a3

critical list, and one of them happens to be Browns Ferry4

Nuclear Power Plant or was as of 1988?  And that was my5

concern and still is my main issue.6

I do have several questions about that also. 7

What is the Nuclear Regulatory Commission doing to reduce8

the factors that makes Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant9

one of these ones that is or was on the critical list as10

of 1988?  11

And during relicensing are there any top12

priority issues in the maintenance and infra-structure of13

any of the nuclear power plants?  Specifically, Browns14

Ferry Nuclear Power Plant in Limestone County, Alabama;15

Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant, Dekalb and Jackson County;16

and Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Power Plant of Houston and17

Henry County.  And if so, are any of them manufactured18

issues waiting to a transition over to a newer, better,19

more advanced technology.  20

Are we moving over to a more efficient form of21

energy?22

I have several questions.  I would like to get23

with a few of you afterwards, if that is okay.24

Thank you. 25
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MR. CAMERON:  We will be happy get with you on1

the issues that you raised as well as any other questions2

that you have right after the meeting, and take as long as3

we need to do that.4

Julie?5

MS. LEGG:  I'll submit my questions and comments6

in writing.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  I'm sorry if I8

misunderstood.  And if you have questions you want to talk9

to the staff about, please feel free to do so.10

We heard from Mr. Horn earlier, and I believe he11

wants to make a comment now.  12

MR. HORN:  This is George Horn. I provided13

comments at the Environmental Scoping Meeting for Browns14

Ferry held in Athens last April.  At that time I raised15

concern about the safety of the containment structures for16

the three units as a result of the containment vessels17

being thermally shocked through repeated automatic18

shutdowns of the reactor units.  I had previously raised19

this issue with TVA when it requested public comment20

concerning extending the life of the three reactors in21

2001.  I received no response from TVA concerning my22

comments.23

As many people don't remember, and TVA never24

advertises, TVA had such a horrible operating record in25
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the initial 10 years of operation (1975 to 1985), that all1

three reactions were shut down in 1985 reportedly due to2

safety concerns and repeated safety violations.  3

It took six years to reopen Unit 2 and ten years4

to reopen Unit 3.  Unit 1, in which the near disastrous5

fire occurred, never reopened and has been mothballed for6

almost 20 years.7

During the ten years of initial operation, TVA8

was plagued by an amazingly large number of reportable9

occurrences.  I went to the Athens Library during this10

time and reviewed some of the statistics in the Browns11

Ferry operating records which, at that time, were12

maintained in the library.  13

Over a period of less than four months in the14

fall of 1980, there were 66 reportable occurrences at the15

three units or more than one every two days at Browns16

Ferry facility.  These events were fairly evenly17

distributed among all three reactors (Unit had 23, United18

2 had 21, and Unit 3 had 22).  19

If operation during the above time period was20

typical of Browns Ferry operation over the first ten21

years, then more than two thousand reportable occurrences22

would have occurred at Browns Ferry in the first ten years23

of operation.  I couldn't determine at the time how many24

of the reportable occurrences had resulted in SCRAMS or25
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automatic shutdowns of the nuclear reactor, but my1

understanding at the time was that automatic shutdowns2

often occurred.3

During the 80s, I read a lot about nuclear power4

generation.  I learned that when an abnormal event5

triggers an automatic shutdown, it is somewhat of an6

emergency process.  This process is designed to shut down7

the reactor much more rapidly than when the reaction is8

shut down using normal operating procedures.  The faster9

than normal cooling of the reactor containment structure10

thermally shocks the structure resulting in great stresses11

throughout the structure with the disturbing potential of12

weakening it.  Reportedly, this could result in premature13

aging of the containment structure.14

After the meeting last April, I went to the15

Athens Library to try to determine how many automatic16

shutdowns had occurred at Browns Ferry.  The historical17

NRC Browns Ferry files are no longer there.   I called18

NRC.  They told me that the information would be available19

through the online NRC public documentation system.  I20

struggled to try to find the data online, but eventually21

gave up after suffering severe frustration.  I then called22

NRC and requested that someone there find the data for me,23

but I never received any information.24

The only response I received from the NRC25
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relative to my comments was that the issue I raised was a1

safety issue and would be part of the safety review and2

not part of the environmental review.  I was told that the3

safety review meetings would be conducted in Washington,4

and I was not able to attend these.  Hopefully, this issue5

was dealt with during the safety review, and there is6

someone at today's meeting that can discuss this and7

explain the results of the safety review and how the above8

concerns have been resolved.  9

What has the NRC done to assure and how does the10

NRC know that the reactor containment vessels at the11

facility are structurally sound and capable of safe12

operation for 20 years beyond there "designed to" life?13

Before approval is granted by the NRC to extend reactor14

life by fifty percent, at least the following should be15

done as a minimum:16

TVA should report the total number of automatic17

shutdowns that have occurred at each Browns Ferry reactor18

during its operation.19

The NRC should investigate (and report to the20

public about) the reportable occurrences, automatic21

shutdowns, or other safety violations which have occurred22

at each reactor including the significance of these events23

relative to the safe operating lifetime of the reactors.24

If there is any possibility of premature aging25
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of any of the containment vessels as discussed above, TVA1

should be required to determine by scientific measurement2

the structural soundness of each reactor containment3

vessel using non-invasive techniques or whatever method is4

available.  If these techniques do not exist, TVA should5

be required (before license approval) to develop the6

techniques and undertake the testing and analysis to7

determine and be able to assure the local public and the8

NRC that there is no danger of containment vessel failure.9

I believe that there have been a significant10

number of automatic shutdowns of the three Browns Ferry11

reactors.  If that is the case, and if what I read about12

the effects of these events is true, this of major concern13

to anyone living in this area or downwind.  There is the14

possibility that one or more of the Browns Ferry15

containment vessel structures have been weakened and16

prematurely aged.  This could pose a serious threat for17

the people of the Tennessee Valley, especially considering18

that the TVA and NRC are in the process of extending the19

operation of all three reactors fifty percent beyond their20

designed to operational life.21

I have another question for the NRC regarding22

relicensing approval of the mothballed Unit 1 reactor. 23

Have you already renewed the operating license of this24

reactor, or have you informed TVA that approval of license25
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renewal is guaranteed?  The TVA has spent $885,000,000 on1

this project, and it is beyond belief that they would have2

done such a thing if there may be the remotest possibility3

that approval might not be forthcoming.  If approval has4

not already been granted or is not guaranteed, has the NRC5

encouraged the TVA to initiate work on this project under6

these circumstances?7

Thank you for your time and attention.  I8

appreciate the process that includes and encourages the9

public to comment.10

MR. CAMERON:  Thanks, Mr. Horn, and our safety11

people are going to talk to you about this.  Thank you.12

Mr. Timberlake.13

MR. TIMBERLAKE:  Good evening, ladies and14

gentlemen, members of this distinguished and illustrious15

country, to those that we have entrusted our lives to.16

It is with great sadness that I stand before you17

hearing such appalling reports that our citizens have laid18

against you, right or wrong.  However, TVA, I know is an19

agency that has a very thick skin.  No matter how much you20

tell them the truth, they seem to find ways to spin it21

differently.22

Having said that, I am Ralph Timberlake from --23

I reside in Huntsville, Alabama, and I live downwind from24

this one reactor, which is Browns Ferry, and I got the25
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other one on the other end of me, Bellefonte.  I1

understand it is fixing to crawl back on line.  2

I'm a proponent being against nuclear power.  I3

think the cost benefit analysis has not shown itself to be4

worthwhile.  5

As someone alluded to earlier about the6

Chernobyl factor and the Three Mile Island, we have not7

successfully cleaned up those areas.  Those areas have8

been lost to our grandchildren and generations past them. 9

It is something for us to consider.10

Nuclear power, though we should not be afraid,11

is not something that we can control.  We do not fully12

understand it.  We're talking about 20,000 years before it13

is fully decayed and, then, we don't know if it is going14

to be safe.  It is all speculation.  Unless someone here15

lives longer than some of the Pharaohs that we are finding16

mummies of these days.  17

I would like to say that given the fact that18

information is very difficult to obtain through the19

bureaucracy that this license renewal should be withheld. 20

I do not think that the track record of TVA warrants us a21

renewal, based on not unequivocal answers.22

The people who presented their case today kept23

saying, well, this doesn't apply to this; this doesn't24

apply to that.  It's not a matter of what it applies to,25
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because if I get some of that nuclear radiation in me, I1

cannot get it out.  It will affect me and my children and2

all the way down the line.3

As you well know, TVA got in trouble with4

polluting the water, and I think someone make something5

about how are you going to cool this reactors down.  By6

the river.  7

But if I remember a little bit of the8

information I read at one time, if you raise the water9

temperature in the water, in the rivers and other stream,10

it can have an impact, a severe and negative impact upon11

the wildlife that deals with this water, and the fishery12

and all the other animals and mammals that is within that13

water.  How far down stream that's going to affect, no one14

took the time to deal with.15

Hopefully, the pristine area that we reside in16

here  will be maintained.  Though we are in an agrarian17

area, per se, except for probably Redstone, we would like18

to retain that.  We would like to believe that we are19

going to have these pristine trees, we're going to have20

viable fisheries and other means of transportation to21

which these two reactor -- this reactor which you are22

talking about today could have a severe impact and, then,23

we are going to be back discussing probably aground24

Bellefonte, if that's going to have an impact.25
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If we can somehow restore the public trust in1

our officials, if we cannot trust our officials, which2

seems from the comment earlier, we cannot, something needs3

to be done.  4

I would entreat you to take the time, those that5

are in authority and those that are receiving our trust6

and our funds from our taxes, would take time to try to7

restore public competence and trust in you.  8

If we don't trust you, it is going to be a9

problem.  And, then, surely reprisals should be a horror10

to all of us sitting here.  If the people, which we are a11

people-driven government, let us understand that -- you12

cannot be everywhere at one time.  If the eyes and ears of13

those that are willing to put their families and lives on14

the line are not rewarded, is not appreciated, we do15

ourselves and our posterity a great and horrendous 16

disservice.  17

So I beg you, beseech you that you some how take18

time to look at this matters and do not be afraid for the19

sake of money 'cause no amount of money is worth their20

life of one single person.21

And I would like to leave you with one saying,22

Pax vobiscum.  That means peace go with you.  We need23

peace in this valley, and that nuclear plant out there is24

not only a target for everything else, it is the source of25
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contention right now.1

I again thank you for taking the time, and I2

really appreciate the service you try to do.  Just work3

with us and we'll try to work with you all.4

Thank you.5

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Mr. Timberlake.6

Hopefully, our analysis in the Final7

Environmental Impact Statement is going to be creditable. 8

You will be able to see what decisions we are making, and9

why.  The NRC staff is available to answer questions, to10

talk to people if they have concerns.  If there's things11

that are not understood, if there's something that has12

been overlooked, we're very open in that regard.13

That's the last speaker that we had.14

Ann, did you have something else you wish to15

say?16

MS. HARRIS:  Yes. I want to know if your17

comments that you would address the issue on the fuel is18

on the record this time.19

MR. CAMERON:  Yes, it is.20

Because we don't have a cordless and because Ann21

has a little bit of a back problem that prevents her from22

getting up to that mic, just let me reiterate for the23

record what she said, which I believe you said:  That it24

was my comment that we would need to look at the25
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transcript from the last meeting and see what we actually1

did say about that issue.  That is on the record.2

Now the NRC staff might want to say something in3

that regard now.  I don't know.  I think Mike Masnik does. 4

Michael.5

MR. MASNIK:  Ann, I did go back after the6

meeting and I did look in to your issue.  At first I7

thought you were talking about MOX, but after a while I8

realized it was the BLEU fuel.  To be honest with you, it9

took me a week or so to figure out all the ramifications10

because that review is being handled by our Materials11

folks, which is a different organization within the12

Agency.  13

Anyway, the results of my looking in to it are14

summarized in the Scoping Summary Report, which I believe15

was sent to you, which looked at issues, and this issue is16

outside the scope.  Nevertheless, we will address it in17

the Final Environmental Impact Statement.  I'll be sure18

that we will address the issue.  19

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Mike.  20

As Mike said, just to summarize because there21

was important statements made about what the NRC staff did22

in that regard, is that we did not overlook the issue.  We23

did look at it.  We didn't think it was in the scope of24

license renewal.  It doesn't mean it is not an important25
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issue.  It means that it is not within the scope of1

license renewal that's explicitly talked about in the2

scoping study.  We have heard the concern again, and we3

will look at it again in the context of the Final4

Environmental Impact Statement.5

So I think it is important for people to hear6

that we did listen to that.  We didn't gloss it over.  We7

will look at it again.8

Thank you all for being here.9

We have another meeting tonight at seven10

o'clock, open house at six.  We welcome all of you to come11

back and talk to us again, in addition to other people. 12

Tonight, we are going to sit down with any of you who want13

to discuss issues further.14

I know that Julie and Dawn have some questions. 15

Julie raised an issue early on about participating in the16

hearing.  We have our representative from Office of17

General Counsel here.18

I'm going to turn it over to Andy Kugler, who is19

the Chief of the Environmental Review Section.  20

We do have something that we call a feedback21

form, perhaps rightly called the feedback form today, but22

it is to give us an evaluation of things we could do in23

terms of these meetings, in terms of notice, whatever, but24

we welcome your comments.  They help us.  They are in the25
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back of the room.  You don't have to fill them out now. 1

If you want to, that's fine.  You can leave them with us,2

but they already are franked.  In other words, you could3

just put them in the mailbox and we'll get them.4

Thank you.5

Andy, do you want to --6

MR. KUGLER:  That was amazing.  I did want to7

mention the Meeting Feedback Forms.  We do appreciate8

getting feedback from you, looking for ways to do things9

better, to make the meetings more useful for you.  10

Other than that, I just wanted to thank you for11

coming to our meeting, for participating with us, and we12

will stay around after the meeting to talk to you and13

hopefully be able to answer some of your questions.14

Thank you.15

(Whereupon, at 4:00 p.m. the session was ended.)16
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